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Abstract 
 
 
Trans fats are associated with increased risk for certain cancers, cardiovascular 
disease, diabetes, hypertension and obesity.  While any food containing less than 0.5g 
of trans fat per serving can be labeled as containing zero grams of trans fat, the reality 
is that foods containing partially hydrogenated oils (PHO) contain manufactured trans 
fat. 
The discovery that manufactured trans fats are at least as harmful to human 
health as a diet rich in saturated fats fueled legislation from the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) resulting in the announcement in 2003 of an amendment to the 
Nutritional Labeling and Education Act requiring trans fats to be listed on nutrient labels, 
effective January 1, 2006. In anticipation of and in response to this ruling came the 
urgent need for shortening manufacturers and commercial shortening users to develop 
trans fat free alternatives or reformulate their products containing trans fat free 
shortenings, to significantly reduce the amount of manufactured trans fats in their 
formulation or to eliminate them completely.  
Researchers have shown that consumption of manufactured trans fats can lead 
to increased risk for certain cancers, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, hypertension 
and obesity.  Information technology has permitted consumers to become increasingly 
aware of the composition of their food, such as the presence of additives, preservatives 
and the health effects of the types of fats they consume, prompting many food 
manufacturers to reformulate their lipid containing products to contain less than 0.5 
gram trans fat per serving, the FDA definition of “trans fat free” for nutrient labels.  In 
November 2013 the FDA opened a comment period until March 2014 to determine if 
PHOs, the major source of dietary trans fats, should no longer be generally recognized 
as safe (GRAS) and only be permitted in food by FDA approval as a food additive.  
Further legislative changes are still under review. 
Though it is well documented that blending of fats and oils, with or without 
interesterification, or development of organogels can produce trans free fats, few have 
produced lipids with plastic characteristics.  The focus of these products has been to
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address the need to remove manufactured trans fats from the food supply, but few 
research laboratories have focused on nutritional elements of these new shortening 
formulations, such as medium chain fatty acids (MCFA) and endogenous antioxidants. 
Due to their small size, MCFAs are more soluble and are absorbed without the 
use of bile, then readily oxidized by the liver.  They are commonly consumed by 
individuals with fat malabsorption diseases and have been suggested for weight-loss.  
Endogenous antioxidants in the individual lipid sources have already been documented 
as providing increased shelf-life stability by resisting lipid oxidation.  Additionally, it has 
been suggested that consumption of endogenous plant antioxidants may have biological 
function providing potential resistance to certain cancers and cardiovascular disease. 
 This project was developed with the hypothesis that the use of plant-based fats 
and oils, blended and treated with high intensity ultrasound would produce a trans fat 
free fat with plastic characteristics.  Selected lipids may also provide health benefits and 
product shelf-life extension due to the presence of endogenous antioxidants and other 
potentially bioactive components.   
The standard protocol for preparing fat by blending is to combine components, 
heat to remove all crystal memory and cool rapidly with agitation to promote formation of 
numerous seed crystals, favoring the formation of the beta prime (β΄) polymorph, the 
crystal form that promotes plastic fat characteristics.  This is tempered at 27-29°C for 
24-48 hours.  Utilization of high intensity ultrasound has resulted in alteration of the ratio 
and type of lipid crystals formed in chocolate and amorphous milk fat and was applied 
here to promote formation of the β΄ crystal polymorph.  Different ratios of coconut oil, 
rice bran oil and palm stearin (dry fractionated from unrefined red palm oil) were 
blended, heated, and partially cooled prior to application of one or more high intensity 
ultrasound treatments.  Blends were then rapidly cooled, with or without agitation, until 
firm.  Blend characteristics from each treatment were evaluated by multiple methods 
including powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) to determine and quantify the types and 
quantity of crystals present.   
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The presence of numerous small crystals is supportive of the presence of the β΄ 
polymorph and was evaluated by the application of polarized light microscopy (PLM).  
Oscillation rheology was used to characterize the solid-like (G’) and fluid-like (G”) 
behavior of the lipid samples.  These properties were evaluated by a frequency strain 
sweep and a thixotropic loop at constant temperature (25°C).  Fatty acid methyl esters 
were prepared from each sample and the fatty acid compositions compared to non-HIU 
treated blends.  Additionally, saturation ratio (USFA/SFA) and chain-length ratio 
(MCFA:LCFA) were compared.   Functionality/performance of the lipids was evaluated 
by preparation of a cookie and measurement of cookie width (W), thickness (T), spread 
ratio (W/T) and force to breaking point.   
A consumer sensory panel was used to determine overall likeability of the 
nutritional lipid blend (NLB) SCOR 12 when used in a baking application.  An Orange-
Coconut flavored cookie was prepared with NLB SCOR 12, commercial shortening (CS) 
or butter.  There were three stages to the consumer sensory test.  First, three cookies 
were sampled in the order provided and evaluated for overall likeability. Second, 
consumers were provided with information on the nutritional attributes of the three lipids 
used in the coded cookie samples then asked to taste each cookie again and rate them 
for likeability and third, complete a check-all-that-apply (CATA) ballot. 
XRD results indicated that the β΄ crystal polymorph was favored in the HIU-
treated samples with one sample blend (SCOR 12) shifting from 66% β΄ (no HIU 
applciation) to 94% β΄ crystals (with HIU).  For the blend PLM indicated smaller and 
more numerous fat crystals when compared with the non-HIU-treated NLB SCOR 12. 
The frequency stress sweep indicated that all blends were G’ dominant (G’>G”) 
displaying an elastic behavior rather than viscous behavior, which are indications for 
plastic fat functionality.   This was further supported by comparison of thixotropic loops 
between HIU-treated blends and their non-treated counterparts, with the former 
rebuilding more quickly than the latter.   Blend SCOR 12 had a saturation ratio of 0.32 
and a chain-length ratio of 1.15, indicating that while over 50% of the fatty acids present 
in the sample were saturated more than 50% of these were medium chain fatty acids.  
Cookies made with HIU-treated blend SCOR 12 performed equal to, or better than, 
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cookies made with CS (commercial plastic fat standard), producing a cookie with width 
and force to breaking point that were not significantly different from the CS cookie, the 
NLB cookie had significantly greater thickness.  Overall, the cookie was accepted by 
consumers, but more so after being provided with the nutritional literature regarding the 
healthful components of the fat blend, the endogenous antioxidants and the high 
percentage of medium and short chain fatty acids.  Many consumers indicated the 
orange coloration, due to the presence of endogenous carotenoid pigment, provided a 
pleasant color to the cookie.  Additionally, there was agreement that the cookie was soft 
and moist without significant indication of greasiness.  
These results confirm that plant based lipid blends of coconut oil, rice bran oil 
and palm stearin, treated with high intensity ultrasound can produce a trans fat free fat 
with plastic characteristics necessary for many baking applications.  Also, blending of 
these fats and oils resulted in a synergistic increase in radical scavenging capacity by 
their endogenous antioxidants. 	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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Rationale and Significance 
 The term “trans fats” refers to fatty acids with one or more double bonds in trans-
configuration rather than the more common cis-configuration.  While trans fats are found 
in small quantities in meat and dairy products, most are formed during partial 
hydrogenation of vegetable oils.  The discovery that manufactured trans fats are at least 
as harmful to human health as a diet rich in saturated fats fueled legislation from the 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA, 2003) resulting in an amendment to the Nutritional 
Labeling and Education Act requiring trans fats to be listed on nutrient labels, effective 
January 1, 2006 (U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2005). With this ruling came the 
urgent need for shortening manufacturers and commercial shortening users to develop 
trans free alternatives or reformulate their products containing trans fat free shortenings, 
to significantly reduce the amount of trans fats in their formulation, or to eliminate them 
completely.   As of November 2013, the FDA presented their preliminary determination 
that manufactured trans fats and partially hydrogenated oils (PHO), the main source of 
manufactured trans fats in the food supply, should no longer be on the list as generally 
recognized as safe (GRAS).  This increased the need for new sources of plastic fats 
that are trans fat free. 
Various methods have been derived to address the need to reduce or remove 
manufactured trans fats from the food supply including interesterification, exploration of 
novel lipid sources (exploration of different nuts and seeds not previously in use), 
fractionation, lipid blending and organogels (Akoh, 1995; Hamm, 2000; Danthine et al., 
2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2006; Ahmadi et al., 2009; Jennings et al., 2009; Jeyarani et al., 
2009; Adhikari et al., 2010; Arifin et al., 2011).  However, few research laboratories have 
focused on nutritional elements of new shortening formulations, such as potential health 
benefits of medium chain fatty acids and endogenous antioxidants, or have they 
focused on functionality as a plastic fat, a fat that is pliable over a broad range of 
temperatures.  
The goal of this research was to evaluate the influence of blending ratios and 
blending methodology on the development of a trans free all-purpose shortening with 
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the β΄ crystal polymorph as the predominant crystal form, characteristic of a plastic fat, 
which may have health benefits and product shelf-life extension due to the presence of 
endogenous antioxidants. 
Using multiple sources to create a lipid blend with plastic fat characteristics 
poses challenges.  Lipids crystallize into at least three different polymorphic forms, 
including: alpha, beta prime (β΄) and beta (β).  The alpha crystal polymorph is unstable 
and quickly transitions into beta prime or beta polymorphs.  The beta prime crystal 
polymorph is a metastable crystal form while the beta polymorph is a stable crystal 
form.  A brittle fat is composed primarily of the β polymorph while a plastic fat is 
composed primarily of the β΄ polymorph.  The solid fat content, the crystallization 
compatibility between the triacylglycerols (TAGs) from different lipid sources and the 
abundance of specific TAGs present each have a role in determining which crystal 
polymorph will predominate.  Interactions between different TAGs can be positive or 
negative. This will affect the ability of the blend to crystalize into the desired β΄ crystal 
polymorph resulting in a cohesive unit that will bind the liquid (oil) phase rather than 
crystalizing independently from the liquid phase as when the beta polymorph dominates.   
For plastic fat the β΄ polymorph needs to be the predominant crystal form, since 
this provides better plastic attributes; the finer needle-like structure of the fat crystals 
creates greater surface area that binds more of the liquid (oil) phase keeping it pliable 
over a broad temperature range and making it more effective at trapping air during the 
creaming stage of baking applications.  Beta crystals are long and pack tightly, 
excluding the liquid phase, yielding a lipid system where the fat crystals and liquid oil 
are unable to create a cohesive system.  Due to the difficulty of creating a lipid system 
with the metastable β΄ crystal as the predominant form, this research was designed to 
evaluate the application of high intensity ultrasound (HIU) to create the optimal system.  
Ultrasonic treatment of lipid systems, such as anhydrous milk fat, has been shown to 
successfully promote the desired crystal polymorph but this technique has not been 
evaluated for promotion of the β΄ crystal polymorph in a pure lipid system (Higaki et al., 
2001; Ueno et al., 2002, 2003; Martini et al., 2008; Suzuki et al., 2010). 
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Oxidative stability of unsaturated lipids is of great concern when they are stored 
for long periods.  Avoidance of light and heat exposure is helpful to minimize oxidation, 
but synthetic or natural antioxidants are often added to the product to extend shelf life.  
Research on the benefits of endogenous antioxidants in unsaturated lipid sources has 
supported the hypothesis that they do extend the useful life of the product.  (Kochhar, 
2000). Additionally, numerous publications examine the synergistic effect of different 
types of antioxidants in food systems (Frankel, 1996; Murakami et al., 2003; Bickford et 
al., 2006).  Vegetable sources of fats and oils selected for this research have a variety 
of commonly occurring natural antioxidants.  Therefore, another focus of this research 
has been to determine if the endogenous antioxidants act synergistically, or even 
antagonistically, in the blend. 
  Fats that display plasticity are pliable over a broad range of temperatures, while 
non-plastic fats are hard and brittle when chilled and soft and fluid or semi-fluid at room 
temperature.  Plastic fats are best for products that have a creaming step, like cookies 
and cakes.  The plastic nature of the fat permits it to trap and hold air that is whipped 
into it during creaming (beating of the lipid with crystalline sugar) during product 
preparation.  Additionally, these fats must not impart an off-flavor to the final product or 
an unacceptable color (Metzroth, 2005).  In a cookie application, a fat that does not bind 
the liquid phase tightly will increase spread while a fat with too high solid fat content will 
impart an oily mouthfeel. In this research the functionality of a lipid blend was evaluated 
by using it in a cookie application and comparing the physical attributes with those of 
cookies made with commonly used household fats, butter and hydrogenated shortening.  
Overall likeability of the blend was determined using consumer testing to evaluate the 
contribution of the blend on prepared cookies; attributes evaluated included flavor, 
texture, color, and presence or absence of aftertaste. 
 
Statement of Research Objectives 
 High intensity ultrasound (HIU) was applied to lipid blends to explore the effect on 
crystal polymorphic form development during cooling.   Crystal size was evaluated by 
polarized light microscopy and quantification of the polymorphic forms present was 
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evaluated by X-ray diffraction.  These methods provided a further understanding of the 
effectiveness of HIU applications to the promotion of primary and secondary nucleation 
of crystallizing lipid blends and formation of the desired crystal polymorphic form.  This 
research further explored the functionality of HIU-treated blends by rheological methods 
evaluating plastic fat characteristics and performance in a cookie preparation.  For the 
food industry this information is useful for development of trans free plastic fats.  This 
has been achieved by the completion of the three objectives outlined below. 
Objective #1.  Identify blend ratios that will yield one or more plastic all-purpose 
shortenings with the preferred β΄ crystal polymorph after treatment with high intensity 
ultrasound.  Lipid blends prepared with palm stearin (prepared by dry fractionation), 
coconut oil and rice bran oil and treated with high intensity ultrasound (HIU) were 
confirmed by X-ray diffraction and polarized light microscopy (PLM) to produce fats with 
plastic characteristics; the β΄ crystal polymorph was the most abundant crystal form and 
PLM micrographs displayed crystals of smaller size (~10 µm) and greater abundance 
than micrographs of non-HIU treated samples.  
Objective #2.  Evaluate the potential of the blends to serve as plastic fats in a 
commercial application. The data from lipid blend evaluation by oscillation frequency 
stress sweep and thixotropic loop was supportive of plastic fat functionality.  High 
intensity ultrasound treated samples showed greater values for the storage modulus 
and greater separation between the storage modulus and loss modulus indicating 
elastic dominance.  Additionally, HIU treated samples rebuilt more quickly after applied 
stress.  Blends used to make cookies were compared with cookies made with CS and 
butter with the nutritional lipid blend (NLB) SCOR 12 performing significantly equal to 
CS.  Upon sensory evaluation the NLB SCOR 12 was considered too soft and moist 
with a pleasant color with no significant greasiness. 
Objective #3.  Characterize the potential synergistic effect of blending of the selected 
fats and oils on the antioxidant capacity.  Results from the DPPH radical scavenging 
assay indicated the NLB SCOR 12 had radical scavenging activity 1.9 times higher than 
the weighted total for the individual fats and oils used to create the blend.  This is 
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supportive of a synergistic effect of blending and would be expected to prolong the shelf 
life of the blend beyond that of the individual fats and oils. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 
Nutritional Landscape 
Health Benefits     
While researchers have investigated the use of fractionated coconut and palm 
oils (stearin fractions) (Jeyarani et al., 2009), interesterification of palm stearin and rice 
bran oil (Mayamol et al., 2004; Reshma et al., 2008; Adhikari et al., 2010) or 
restructured rice bran oil and palm stearin (Jennings, et al., 2009), none have looked at 
combining these to develop a plastic blend with nutritional benefits rather than just 
bakery functionality.  The present research took a novel approach to focus on combining 
these fats and oils into a plastic shortening that favors the β΄ crystal polymorph.  Food 
processors have reformulated many bakery foods to be “low fat” or “fat free” to meet 
consumer demand for “healthier” foods and to conform to the guidelines for a healthful 
diet, including limiting total fat consumption to less than or equal to 30% of total calories 
and not more than 10% of the caloric intake should come from saturated fat.   
Rice bran oil is naturally high in gamma-oryzanol, tocopherols, tocotrienols and 
phytosterols (Rukmini, 1988).  Palm stearin is naturally high in carotenoids and coconut 
oil contains tocopherols and tocotrienols.  These antioxidants may provide additional 
shelf stability and potential health benefits against reactive oxygen species (ROS) in 
bakery foods prepared as partial or full fat formulations. Additionally, medium chain fatty 
acids provided abundantly by coconut oil are beneficial for ease of digestion and 
potential antimicrobial activity (Isaacs et al., 1986; Thormar et al., 1987; Dawson et al., 
2002; Sun et al., 2002).   
 
Energy Contribution and Health Implications     
Fat is the most efficient source of energy in the diet, providing 9 kcal/g while 
carbohydrates and protein only provide 4 kcal/g, and alcohol provides 7 kcal/g.  There 
are numerous benefits to fat consumption beyond it being a concentrated source of 
energy. The essential fatty acids (FA), linoleic acid (18:2, an omega-6 FA) and alpha-
linolenic acid (18:3, an omega-3 FA) must be consumed from dietary sources.  Some 
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lipids, e.g., cholesterol and phospholipids, are also utilized by the liver to make bile that 
is critical for absorption of dietary fat and fat-soluble vitamins (A, D, E, and K) from the 
small intestine. Vitamins A and E are natural antioxidants that may act nutritionally by 
preventing cellular damage.  
Fatty acids are present in two forms, saturated and unsaturated.  Unsaturated 
FAs may be monounsaturated or polyunsaturated and most commonly occur in the cis-
conformation.  While there are a small amount of naturally occurring trans fatty acids 
(i.e., in dairy products and meat of ruminants, (Khanal et al., 2004), typically this 
conformation is brought about by partial hydrogenation of a vegetable oil to yield a 
plastic fat that is less susceptible to oxidative rancidity, but containing industrial trans 
fatty acids (iTFA), such as elaidic acid (trans-18:1) a trans isomer of oleic acid (cis-
18:1).  Naturally occurring trans fatty acids (TFAs), vaccenic acid and rumenic acid, are 
formed by bacterial fermentation in the rumen of ruminant animals and are referred to 
as ruminant trans fatty acids (rTFA).  The TFAs consumed from animal sources have 
been shown to have beneficial rather than adverse health effects (Field et al, 2009).  
Willett (2012) stated that iTFAs should be eliminated from the human diet; switching to 
vegetable oils that are not partially hydrogenated would have a markedly beneficial 
effect on coronary heart disease occurrence. 
Both quantity and type of lipids consumed may have negative impacts on human 
health.  Consumption of saturated fat and iTFAs has been associated with increased 
risk for certain cancers, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, hypertension and obesity 
(Rioux et al., 2007; Remig et al., 2010; Willet, 2012).  Additionally, cardiovascular 
disease is often described as an inflammatory disease and industrial trans fats have 
been shown to increase inflammatory markers such as C-reactive protein, interleukin-6, 
and tumor necrosis factor-α (Remig et al., 2010). Research supports that it is not total 
fat intake that contributes to disease but likely overconsumption of specific FAs, 
particularly palmitic acid (Spady et al., 1988) and TFAs (Remig et al., 2010).   
Elevated plasma low density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol is a marker for 
increased risk for CHD.  Long chain saturated fatty acids have been shown to suppress 
LDL receptors resulting in increased plasma LDL cholesterol. Medium chain and cis-
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unsaturated fatty acids have not been associated with increased CHD risk when 
consumed in moderation since they have not been shown to suppress LDL receptors.  
Additionally, the medium chain fatty acid (MCFA), lauric acid, has been associated with 
protection from bacteria and viruses.  Myristic acid has been shown to increase 
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) levels in plasma 
cholesterol esters (Rioux et al., 2007).  Both are important for brain and retina tissue 
and cardiovascular function.  While excess fat consumption can have adverse health 
effects, fat is an essential nutrient and this research herein proposes to yield a healthful 
variation.  
 
Lipids in Food Systems 
Lipid Plasticity and Functionality    
Plastic fats are pliable over a broad range of temperatures.  Partial hydrogenation 
turns oil into a plastic fat, which is abundantly used in bakery foods to contribute 
tenderness by interfering with gluten development (Jacob et al., 2007).  For a lipid to 
display plasticity it must have both solid and liquid phases and they must be in the 
correct proportions (Jacob et al., 2007).  Additionally, the solid phase must be dispersed 
finely enough to interact with the liquid phase as a cohesive mass.  Too much solid 
phase will lead to a firm, brittle product.  Too much liquid phase will result in a product 
with low melting point and large coarse fat crystals that occlude the liquid phase, rather 
than the desired long needle-like crystals that interlace to trap the liquid phase of the fat 
system (O’Brien, 2005).   
An all-purpose shortening must have good plasticity to make it suitable for baking 
and other confectionary uses while maintaining structural integrity through temperature 
fluctuations during transport, workplace storage and product application/manipulation 
(O’Brien, 2005).  Additionally, it should have 15-30% solid fat (Metzroth, 2005) and 
retain most of these solid crystals in the optimal temperature range of 16-32°C.  
According to Herrera et al. (1998), for best functionality in food systems lipids should 
have crystal diameters of <30 microns to prevent grainy mouthfeel.  From a rheological 
perspective, plastic fats behave as elastic solids at low deformations, but also display a 
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yield stress above which they flow (Acevedo, 2011).   
  Plastic fats contribute to tender, flaky dough by retaining their solid structure 
rather than blending uniformly with dry ingredients.  A mild, bland taste and aroma are 
desired so as not to adversely affect the overall flavor of the final product (Ghotra et al., 
2002). Free fatty acids (FFA) contribute to product flavor and fats absorb hydrophobic 
flavors in addition to coating the tongue, allowing flavors to linger longer.  Additionally, 
cooking in lipid dehydrates the food contributing to a crisp exterior and lowering of water 
activity.  
Lipids provide increased moisture, tenderness and lubrication in bakery products 
for ease of chewing and swallowing and seal holes in dough to help trap leavening 
gases and stabilize air cells while enhancing machinability of the dough in commercial 
operations (Given, 1994; O’Brien, 2005).  Cakes, muffins, and doughnuts remain tender 
due to the fat physically interfering with the ability of glutenin and gliadin proteins within 
the flour to complex in the presence of water to form gluten, the main elastic structural 
component in bakery products.  Additionally, fats help retain moisture due to their 
extremely slow rate of evaporation, and thereby increase product shelf life. The soft 
firmness of plastic fats permits them to become aerated during beating and creaming 
steps leading to increased final product volume.  It is into these air cells that the 
leavening gases, carbon dioxide and steam, will migrate and expand in the presence of 
heat. Plastic fats also contribute to a flaky texture.  With their higher melting points they 
can provide short or long flaky layers in biscuits and pastries, respectively, and give a 
creamy fluffy texture to frostings.  
Fats make excellent emulsifying agents.  Phospholipids, mono- and 
diacylglycerides add stability to sauces, dressings, mayonnaise, and bakery items such 
as cakes by enhancing foam formation, volume and producing an even crumb.  
Medium-chain triglycerides (MCTs) are bland compared to other fats, and do not 
generate off-notes as quickly as long-chain triglycerides (LCTs); they are also more 
polar. Because of these attributes, they are widely used as emulsifiers for flavorings, 
oral medicines and vitamins (Akoh, 2006).  Additionally, as demonstrated by Kochhar et 
al. (2000), lipids containing antioxidants, such as beta-tocopherols, tocotrienols, and 
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gamma-oryzanol had a longer frying life than comparable lipids lacking endogenous 
antioxidants when heated for 2 hours at 170°C.  This was attributed to protection 
against deterioration from the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS).  
 
Trans Fats    
Trans fatty acids (TFA), also called trans fats, are manufactured during partial 
hydrogenation of vegetable oils and by biohydrogenation during fermentation by 
bacteria in ruminant animals (Destaillats et al., 2005). The manufactured trans isomer of 
oleic acid, elaidic acid (18:1), has been associated with an increase in LDL cholesterol 
and a decrease in high density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, increased incidence of 
obesity, diabetes and coronary artery disease (Aldai, et al., 2013).  Partially 
hydrogenated oils (PHO) containing as much as 20-40% TFAs are used by the baking 
industry (Reddy et al., 2001).   In 2005, before the labeling mandate, trans fat content 
was 0.49 g/serving of bakery products; due to new product formulations with healthier 
fats, trans fat consumption reduced to 0.13 g/serving (USDA, 2012).  Hydrogenation is 
used to convert liquid oils to more solid fats, thereby increasing the melting point and 
reducing oxidative rancidity, as well as creating plastic fat functionality.  Trans fatty 
acids, despite being unsaturated, behave like saturated fatty acids (SFA) due to their 
linear structure, as opposed to the bent structure of cis-fatty acids, the predominate 
hydrocarbon conformation for unsaturated fatty acids (Figure 2.1).  
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Figure 2.1.  Structure of saturated, cis-unsaturated, and trans-unsaturated fatty acids. 
 
 
Their linearity permits TFAs to behave like SFAs in food systems where use of oils 
would produce undesirable product attributes.  Trans fatty acids found in meat and dairy 
products have beneficial contributions to human health, protecting against several types 
of cancer (Aldai et al., 2013).  This is true for vaccenic acid and rumenic acid; however, 
there are many trans isomers of these 18:1 and 18:2 FA.  It is now being observed that 
feeding practices to enrich ruminant products with healthful FAs has resulted in 
formation of TFAs that are not beneficial to human health.  It has been suggested that 
current nutrition labeling should reflect the types of TFAs present in foods, such as 
butter and cheese, and not just the total quantity (Shingfield et al., 2005; Cruz-
Hernandez et al., 2007; Aldai et al., 2013).  The predominant trans fatty acid formed is 
t10-18:1, and has been coined the t10-shift (Leheska et al., 2008; Aldai et al., 2010).  
Because of this potential new health concern, the use of amorphous milk fat, though ß´ 
tending, would not be a good fat selection for the formation of a plastic fat produced 
without hydrogenation and was not selected for this research. 
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Selected Fats and Oils 
Coconut Oil     
Coconut oil (CO) was selected for its’ nutritional contributions and as a source of 
saturated fat.  Coconut oil is extracted from the meat, white flesh, of mature coconuts 
from the coconut palm tree (Cocos nucifera) (Figure 2.2) (Courteau, 2009).  The 
extracted oil is refined, bleached and deodorized (RBD) leaving no coconut taste or 
aroma.  Coconut oil is greater than 90% saturated fat, making it stable against oxidative 
rancidity, yet its melting point is only 24-27°C (Canapi et al., 2005; Metzroth, 2005).  
This is because more than half of the fatty acids are medium chain with lengths of 6-12 
carbons: ~0.6% caproic acid (C6:0), ~7.5% caprylic acid (C8:0), ~6% capric acid 
(C10:0), and ~44.6% lauric acid (C12:0), with total SFA content of 92% (Gervajio, 2005).   
 
 
Figure 2.2.  Coconut oil from source to oil.  Coconut harvesting (left), inner meat (center), 
commercial coconut oil (right). 
 
 
Shorter chain length results in increased solubility.  These FAs are cleaved from 
the glycerol backbone of the triglyceride and absorbed from the small intestine directly 
into the portal system, quickly arriving at the liver where they are rapidly oxidized; this 
results in greater energy expenditure and increased satiety (St-Onge et al., 2002; 
Amarasiri et al., 2006) rather than being stored as fat.  This attribute could be marketed 
as a benefit as consumers look for ways to enjoy healthier versions of their favorite 
foods without sacrificing flavor and texture.  Additionally, because MCFA do not require 
bile salts for absorption, coconut oil and products rich in MCFA are beneficial for 
patients with impaired fat absorption.   
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Medium chain fatty acids, such as lauric acid and capric acid, are associated with 
antimicrobial and antiviral functions (Isaacs et al., 1986, Thormar et al., 1987; Dawson 
et al., 2002; Sun et al., 2002).  They and their monoacylglycerol derivatives, such as 
monolaurin and monocaprin, have been shown to have adverse effects on 
microorganisms such as bacteria, viruses, yeast and fungi by disruption of their lipid 
membranes or by interference with the organism’s reproductive processes (Homung et 
al., 1994). 
 
Rice Bran Oil     
Rice bran is a byproduct of the rice milling industry (Figure 2.3).  Currently, rice is 
consumed at a rate of 462.9 million metric tons (Childs, 2012) worldwide per annum.  
Since 1994, rice bran oil (RBO) has been produced in the United States by the RITO 
Partnership of Riceland Foods, Inc. and Oilseeds International, Ltd (RITO Partnership, 
1993).  Rice bran oil is also produced in countries where rice consumption is high, 
including Japan, China, Korea, Taiwan and India.   
While currently not widely marketed in the United States, this specialty oil has a 
mild nutty flavor, a long shelf-life and a high smoke point (243°C), in addition to its high 
concentrations of naturally occurring antioxidants e.g., gamma-oryzanol, phytosterols, 
tocotrienols and tocopherols, which impart high resistance to thermal oxidation and oil 
deterioration (McCaskill et al., 1999; Semwal et al., 2001; Gopala, 2002; Chu, 2004; 
Gopala et al., 2005; Orthoefer, 2005; Debnath et al., 2012).  Rice bran oil is low in 
saturated fat and high in mono- and polyunsaturated fats.  When fed to rats, serum and 
liver lipids were significantly lowered (Rukmini, 1988; Wilson et al., 2007).  Additionally, 
RBO has been demonstrated to have anti-inflammatory (Islam et al., 2008) and anti-
oxidative (Kanaya et al., 2004) effects in laboratory animal models. 
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Figure 2.3.  Rice bran oil from source to oil.  Rice plant (top left), whole grain brown rice (center 
left), polished rice (bottom left), rice bran (center), and commercial rice bran oil (right). 
 
 
Palm Stearin     
Palm oil (PO) comes from the fruit of the Oil Palm tree.  By solvent or dry 
fractionation palm oil can be separated into palm olein, the main fraction used by the 
food industry, and palm stearin (PS) sold as an inexpensive byproduct (Figure 2.4). Dry 
fractionation simulates the preferred industry method of palm oil fractionation (Hamm, 
2000; Calliauw, 2011).  Unrefined PS is a solid fraction and is a deep red-orange color 
from the natural presence of carotenoids.  Carotenoids present include lycopene (red), 
lutein (yellow), and vitamin A precursors alpha, β, and gamma-carotenes (orange) 
(Hunter et al., 1946).  Carotenoids are responsible for a variety of biological activities 
including visual acuity and antioxidant activity.   
 The PS fraction has a high slip melting point (SMP) of 47-54°C (American Palm 
Oil Council, 2004) and readily favors the β΄crystal structure which is desirable in all-
purpose bakery shortenings (O’Brien, 2005; Aini et al., 2007) due to small needle-like 
crystals resulting in a large surface area, permitting great cohesion with the liquid 
phase.  These attributes promote the desired consistency, plasticity and aeration 
properties (D’Souza et al., 1992; Zeitoun et al., 1993).  With its high melting point and 
preference to form the β΄ crystal structure, PS was used in this research to promote a 
cohesive network with the RBO and CO and yield a plastic fat. 
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Figure 2.4.  Red palm oil from source to fractionated palm stearin.  Red palm tree (top left), red 
palm nut (top center), commercial red palm oil (top right), palm stearin crystallization (bottom 
right), palm stearin (bottom center), palm olein (left) and palm stearin (right) fractions (bottom 
left). 
 
 
Creating New Fats 
Crystallization    
 Controlling development of crystal microstructure is pertinent to the functional 
properties of shortening.  Many factors have been demonstrated to play a role in crystal 
growth: heat transfer rate, mechanical agitation rate, presence of additives and 
impurities, bulk viscosity, and formulation of the fat system (Best, 1988; deMan, 2000; 
Toro-Vasquez et al., 2001).  Rapid cooling tends to favor beta-prime crystals.  Palm oil 
is beta-prime tending and rapid cooling favors the formation of beta-prime crystal 
growth, while slow cooling favors beta crystal growth (Wiedermann, 1978).  Also, 
palmitic acid content affects which crystal polymorph will be most abundant; vegetable 
oils with palmitic acid less than 20% favor the beta crystal (Wiedermann, 1978).  The 
palmitic acid content of palm oil is 40%; this combined with its greater fatty acid diversity 
promotes the beta-prime crystal polymorph (Ward, 1988; Yap et al., 1989).   
 
Polymorphism  
Lipid functionality in food systems is dependent on the properties of the fat(s) 
and/or oil(s) in use, the heterogeneity or homogeneity of the TAGs present, the level of 
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liquid oil present, and the processing and storage conditions (deMan et al., 2001). 
Polymorphism refers to a solid substance that can pack in different arrangements upon 
crystallization. Clarkson et al. (1934) demonstrated by powder X-ray diffraction that the 
melting character of glycerides is due to polymorphism.  Microstructural elements are 
used to characterize polymorphic forms.  The subcell structure refers to the packing 
mode of the hydrocarbon chains of the TAG molecules and the layered structure of a 
TAG crystal (Ghotra et al., 2002).   
The three main polymorphic forms, alpha (α), beta-prime (β΄), and beta (β), are 
based on observations made by powder X-ray diffraction of short spacings, representing 
subcell packing (Gibon et al., 1986), the structural interactions of the aliphatic TAG tails 
(Figure 2.5).  Alpha crystals are small, approximately 5 microns in size, unstable 
platelet-shaped crystals with the hydrocarbon chains loosely packed in a hexagonal 
subcell structure resulting in low melting point.  The metastable beta-prime polymorph is 
usually the most functional in bakery products.  Its small crystal size, 10 microns, and 
loosely packed orthorhombic subcell structure yields a thin needle-like structure 
(Marangoni et al., 1998; Narine et al., 1999a), affecting the elasticity of the macroscopic 
structure, hardness of the fat network and the shortening of the product.  This permits a 
cohesive interaction with the liquid (oil) phase resulting in a pliable, creamy fat with high 
aeration stability.  Conversion of the beta-prime crystal form to the beta form results in 
the formation of large crystals, 25 microns, resulting in shortening characteristics that 
are grainy, and waxy (Kellens et al., 1992) due to the tighter crystal packing of the 
triclinic parallel subcell structure and exclusion of the oil phase.  Fatty acid diversity, 
such as that provided by the use of palm oil in margarine and shortening formulations, 
has been demonstrated by Persmark et al. (1976) to help stabilize the beta-prime 
polymorphic form by preventing or delaying conversion of beta-prime crystals into the 
beta crystal structure (Ward, 1988; Yap et al., 1989).   
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Figure 2.5.  Subcell structures of (a) alpha (α), (b) beta-prime (β΄), and (c) beta (β), polymorphs 
(Stauffer, 2005).   
 
 
High Intensity Ultrasound     
High intensity ultrasound (HIU) was effective in promotion of crystallization 
(sonocrystallization) of lipids (Higaki et al., 2001; Ueno et al., 2002, 2003; de Castro et 
al., 2007; Martini et al., 2008).  There is strong agreement among these authors that 
promoting primary and secondary nucleation in the systems induces crystallization.  
Primary nucleation occurs as a result of formation of cavitation bubbles that expand 
quickly and violently collapse, resulting in an area of high pressure in the liquid and 
induced nucleation subsequent to an initial increase in temperature followed by cooling. 
Secondary nucleation is the result of existing crystals present in the liquid before 
ultrasound waves are applied, or present as a result of primary nucleation, that are 
exposed to high shear forces during sonication from the rapid collapse of cavitation 
bubbles (Hem, 1967; Higaki et al., 2001; Suzuki et al., 2010).  Martini et al. (2008) 
demonstrated that cavitation and therefore crystallization is most effective in a liquid 
medium of low viscosity.  
When HIU was performed on anhydrous milk fat at 22°C there was no increase in 
crystallization rate or decrease in crystal size.  They surmised this was due to the 
inability of cavitation bubbles to collapse in the viscous environment.  Samples treated 
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between 24°C and 28°C displayed both a decrease in crystal size and an increase in 
crystal number.  Higaki et al. (2001) studied the effect of isothermal sonication versus 
pulse-type sonication and observed that isothermal sonication of tripalmitoylglycerol 
(PPP) for 15 seconds at 54°C was optimal for crystallization of the beta-prime 
polymorph.   
 
Fractionation   
Separation of red palm oil to yield a high olein fraction (liquid at room 
temperature) and a stearin fraction (solid at room temperature) can be performed by 
solvent fractionation or dry fractionation.  Dry fractionation is preferred as no chemical is 
involved in the process and it is more economical (Ab Latip et al., 2013).  It is possible, 
according to Dijkstra (2012), that the first incidences of dry fractionation occured by 
accident and necessity in the early days before refrigeration; milk collected from animals 
would quickly separate into skim milk and cream.  The cream was churned into butter to 
prevent microbial spoilage, but as the butter warmed during the day the butter would 
melt and the emulsion would break.  To further preserve the fat, the aqueous layer was 
discarded and the anhydrous milk fat remained. During a cool evening the melt would 
form fat crystals in the oil phase.  Initially, dry fractionation was less selective than 
solvent fractionation due to leaving a large amount of olein in the filter cake.  
Development of a continuous vacuum belt filter and application of high pressure to the 
cake while still in contact with the filter cloth, reduced the residual olein content making 
dry fractionation the preferred method used in industry (Willner et al., 1994). 
 
Designer Lipids     
The requirement that trans fat be listed on food packaging nutrient labels has 
intensified the development of designer lipids.  Full or partial hydrogenation of healthy 
vegetable oils, e.g., canola, palm, cottonseed and soybean oils (Singh et al., 2009; 
Przybyski, 2011) was the standard method for producing shelf-stable plastic fats.  The 
degree of hydrogenation would dictate the functional properties of the lipid and then 
antioxidants, natural or synthetic, would be added for additional functionality depending 
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on the expected application (Metzroth, 2005).  Hydrogenation saturates some of the cis-
bonds present in the unsaturated fatty acids with other carbon-carbon double bonds 
flipping to the trans isomer; this occurs frequently at the high temperature (150°C) at 
which the reaction is conducted.  The trans conformation straightens the fatty acid 
chains permitting them to behave more like saturated fats, thus raising their melting 
point by increasing van der Waals forces.  However, research has demonstrated that 
trans fats are more harmful to human health than saturated fat (Hu et al., 1997; 
Ascherio et al., 1999).  This translates into an approximately 15 times greater increase 
in risk of cardiovascular disease, primarily due to trans fats having a greater impact on 
LDL (raising) and HDL (lowering) cholesterol, increasing inflammation (Han et al., 2002; 
Hu et al., 1997; Ridker et al., 2002; Lopez-Garcia et al., 2005) and decreasing fat 
metabolism.  In light of these health risks Mozaffarian et al. (2006) estimated that 
reducing commercial trans fat intake from 2.1% of energy to 1.1% or 0.1% of energy 
could have a dramatic impact, potentially preventing 72,000 or 228,000 cardiovascular 
deaths per year in the United States, respectively. 
 
Structured Lipids     
Structured lipids are produced by chemical or enzymatic action to modify or 
change the fatty acids present, their positions on a triacylglycerol (TAG), or to develop a 
specific TAG. The structured lipid reaction can be performed by esterification/acidolysis, 
transesterification/alcoholysis, and interesterification (Supelco 1997, Gervajio, 2005).  
The esterification method uses a solvent plus lipase and lacks control.  Chemical 
interesterification results in random placement of fatty acids and must be performed at a 
high temperature (90°C) with a metal catalyst (Lee et al., 1998).  Enzymatic trans-
esterification uses sn-1,3 lipase and keeps nearly all of the fatty acid at position 2 of the 
TG in place; this is costly and not practical for everyday use (Akoh, 1995). These 
methods are time consuming requiring many steps, costly equipment, the use of a 
vacuum, and in the case of chemical interesterification, a metal catalyst.   
Blending structured lipids with palm stearin to create a trans-fat free shortening 
has shown some promise (Ahmadi et al., 2009; Arifin et al. 2011).  For example, 
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blending a medium-long chain structured lipid with palm olein and palm stearin 
produced vanaspati, a product with butter-like properties, but not an all-purpose 
shortening.  Madeira cake prepared with shortening with lower saturated fat content was 
rated higher for sensory texture scores due to the desired soft texture.  Blends prepared 
with 30% palm stearin plus rice bran oil structured lipid and 30-40% palm stearin plus 
coconut stearin (Jeyarani et al., 2009) produced shortenings with solid fat contents of 
15-30% at working temperatures (Metzroth, 2005).  
 
Nutritional Lipid Blends     
Many researchers have explored the effect of blending structured lipids with 
selected fats and oils for development of bakery fats or margarines (Zeitoun et al., 1993; 
Rousseau et al., 1996; Martini et al., 2002; Danthine et al., 2003; Mayamol et al., 2004; 
Jennings et al., 2009; Jeyarani et al., 2009; Ribeiro et al., 2009; Adhikari et al., 2010; 
Buldo et al., 2012) without hydrogenation. PS is a readily available byproduct of red 
palm oil (RPO) fractionation to yield palm olein and favors the β΄ crystal polymorph that 
has a fine, needle-like structure with a large surface area and greater cohesive forces to 
bind the liquid phase of the shortening (Mayamol et al., 2004).   PS is also a rich source 
of carotenoids.   
CO is composed primarily of medium chain saturated fatty acids (MCSFAs); thus 
the melting point is 24-27°C (Metzroth, 2005).  In addition to MCFAs being absorbed 
more efficiently and oxidized more readily by the liver, CO also contains tocopherols 
and tocotrienols (Aguilar et al., 2008).  The challenge of using CO is that it favors the β 
crystal polymorph.   
RBO has greater oxidative stability than many oils due to high concentrations of 
gamma-oryzanol, tocopherols, tocotrienols and phytosterols; there are potential 
nutritional implications of these natural antioxidants (Mayamol et al., 2004).  Kochhar 
(2000) has shown that antioxidants naturally present in frying oils stabilize the frying 
system, extending the useful life of the oil and the shelf life of the fried food.   
There has been extensive research addressing consumption of natural food 
antioxidants (phytochemicals), demonstrating them to have complex interactions in 
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biological systems resulting in additive, synergistic and even antagonistic effects 
depending on concentration and mode of action (Uri, 1961; Hras et al., 2000; Murakami 
et al., 2003; Becker et al., 2007; Yin et al., 2012).  Jeong et al. (2005) showed that 
quercetin and green tea extract, individually, had cytoprotective effects against 
hydrogen peroxide-induced cell death.  There was no additive effect when used 
together, but a synergistic effect was observed when the two were combined together 
with folic acid.  Supplementation of a single antioxidant at high doses may induce 
certain toxic effects (Ohigashi et al., 2004) while low doses of a variety of 
phytochemicals, with different modes of action had synergistic effects.  Additionally, in 
food systems, the effectiveness of antioxidants is dependent on the nature of the food 
system and the hydrophilic and lipophilic character of the antioxidants (Frankel, 1996).  
Bulk oil is most protected by hydrophilic antioxidants (Frankel, 1996) while emulsified 
food systems are best protected by limiting the ability of transition metals interaction 
with lipid hydroperoxides at the emulsion droplet interface (McClements et al., 2000; 
Kim et al., 2013).  Prooxidant capacity of transition metals has been effectively 
controlled by use of whey protein and ionic strength of the emulsion aqueous phase 
(Mei et al., 1998; Nina et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2013). 
To engineer plastic fats with desired functional properties it is essential to know 
the amount of solid crystal mass present, the solid-state structure, and the strength of 
interactions between crystals (Acevedo et al., 2011).  The microstructure of fat crystals 
has been studied using methods including polarized light microscopy (Campos et al., 
2002; Awad et al., 2004; Shi et al., 2005), electron microscopy (Heertje et al., 1988; 
Rousseau et al., 1996), confocal scanning light microscopy, multiple photon microscopy 
(Herrera et al., 2000; Wiking et al., 2009) and transmission electron microscopy (Heertje 
et al., 1997; Unruh et al., 2002; Bunjes et al., 2007).  These methods are utilized to 
study fat crystal formation starting from triacylglycerols (TAG) which pack together with 
other TAG molecules in the tuning fork conformation in a longitudinal spatial 
arrangement referred to as a lamella.  The lamella stack to form a nanoplatelet, the 
primary crystalline structure, with the underlying structure of fat being a continuous 
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fractal network of TAG polycrystals (~1-3 µm) and crystal aggregates (~20-100 µm) 
(Acevedo et al., 2011).  
The solid fat content (SFC) and cooling rate of lipid blends will affect 
development of a firm, smooth texture (Kaufmann, 2012).  A fast cooling rate (10°C/min) 
promotes crystal nucleation resulting in the formation of smaller crystal size, while slow 
cooling promotes fewer, larger crystals (Herrera et al., 2000; Martini et al., 2002; 
Kaufmann 2012).  Additionally, a fast cooling rate yielded a higher SFC than a slow 
cooling rate (Liang et al., 2008). The formation of numerous small crystals promotes 
initial formation of the unstable α-crystal polymorph that will recrystallize into the 
thermodynamically metastable β΄crystal form (Wiking et al., 2009).  Immediately 
following chilling, the fat should be quiescently held at 27-29°C for 24-72 hours and then 
stored at 21°C for blends favoring the β΄ crystal structure (Metzroth, 2005; O’Brien, 
2005), completing the tempering process and giving the fat improved plasticity. The 
amount of palmitic acid in the blend also affects which crystal polymorph will 
predominate.  Wiedermann (1978) determined that fats containing 10% palmitic acid 
were β tending while those with 20% palmitic acid were β΄ tending. Yap (1989) showed 
that the greater fatty acid diversity of PO favors the β΄ crystal polymorph and that by 
blending up to 15% PO with β tending canola oil the whole system favored the β΄ crystal 
structure.   
 
Analytical Techniques 
Powder X-Ray Diffraction     
When an X-ray beam is aimed at a crystal it results in a diffraction pattern 
representative of that crystal’s structure.  This was discovered by Max von Laue (1912) 
and resulted in the technology of powder X-ray diffraction (Hammond, 2001).  However, 
powder X-ray diffraction results are based on diffraction patterns from numerous crystal 
faces within a sample and not from a single prepared crystal.  To interpret these 
diffraction pattern results they are plotted as intensity versus 2-theta by standard 
convention (Connolly, 2007). X-ray diffraction can be used to determine the size and 
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shape of the unit cell (the smallest repeating structural unit of the crystal) for a 
compound. 
A typical X-ray diffractometer uses an X-ray tube that consists of a tungsten 
filament cathode with its own heating circuit and a copper block with a metal target 
anode. The X-rays are generated as a result of a potential difference between the 
cathode and a copper block with a metal target anode resulting in electrons being fired 
at the metal target causing core electrons to be knocked out and outer shell electrons 
dropping down to fill the vacancies, emitting X-rays (Larsen, 2014; Figure 2.6). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6.  Schematic of an X-ray tube (Larsen, 2014). 
 
 
 
 
When X-rays strike the crystal surface, some are partially scattered when they 
strike an atom and others pass through to the next planar layer, where some will be 
scattered and others will pass through.  The distance between layers or planes of atoms 
is denoted as d and when these atomic planes are in phase, yielding constructive 
interference, a diffraction pattern occurs providing information about the atomic 
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arrangement within the crystals (Figure 2.7).  When they are out of phase destructive 
interference results and there will be no peak, as is the case with amorphous materials 
or peak widening and background noise for samples with amorphous regions in crystal 
containing materials (Suryanarayana, 1998).   
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7.  Constructive interference of X-ray waves reflecting off internal crystal planes 
(Taylor, 2011). 
 
 
Since the crystal structure describes the atomic arrangement of the sample, 
different crystals will provide different diffraction patterns.  A diffraction peak will only 
occur when the conditions of Bragg’s Law (Equation 2.1) are met: 
 n  λ=2dsinθ            Equation 2.1 
 
Where θ is the angle of incidence, n is the order of the diffraction, λ is the radiation 
wavelength and d is the spacing between atomic planes. 
The incidence angle changes with time and typical ranges used are from 5 to 70 
degrees.  The detector angle always remains 2θ above the source path, thus, it must 
also adjust as the incidence angle changes (Figure 2.8).  Diffraction peaks are 
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determined by interplanar spacings of unit cells (the smallest repeating structural unit of 
the crystal) dimensions, while intensities are determined by the strength of those 
diffractions. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.8.  Left, photo of X-ray diffractometer with fat blend in quartz receptical.  Right, 
depiction of X-ray source, detector and sample stage (Larsen, 2014). 
 
 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
Melting Point Determination     
Differential scanning calorimetry is a thermoanalytical technique used to measure 
transition temperatures for melting, crystallization and glass transition (Tan et al., 2000).  
By observing the difference in heat flow between the sample and reference, differential 
scanning calorimeters are able to measure the amount of heat absorbed or released 
during such transitions (Figure 2.9).  Whether an endothermic or exothermic process, 
the calorimeter inputs or removes heat from the sample at a higher rate than the 
reference, typically an empty sealed pan, to maintain them at the same temperature, 
then measures the heat flow rate difference at a set temperature and time.  Both 
reference pan and sample pan have their own heating element.  The heater for the 
sample pan will have to work harder, adding or removing a greater amount of energy, to 
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maintain the temperature equal to that of the reference sample.  By observing the 
difference in heat flow between the sample and reference, differential scanning 
calorimeters are able to measure the amount of heat absorbed or released during such 
transitions.  This information is displayed on a graph as peaks or dips, with the empty 
pan representing baseline, temperature plotted on the x-axis and difference between the 
heat output of the two heaters on the y-axis at a given temperature (Foubert et al., 
2008).  When measuring sample melting temperature the temperature recorded is 
typically from the apex of the peak (Tan et al., 2000).  Using the TA Q2000 the graph is 
plotted with increasing heat flow on the y-axis going up and exothermic reactions are 
recorded in the upward direction, endothermic reactions going down.  Therefore, a 
melting peak would be a dip in the graph.   
DSC has been used for numerous analytical applications because it provides 
direct measurement of the energy accompanying the chemical and physical changes 
taking place in the sample, including monitoring phase behavior of TAG mixtures 
(Rossell, 1967), observing polymorphic transformations (Arishima et al., 1991), and 
melting and crystallization behavior (Sessa, 1996) in edible oils and fats.  Statistical and 
mathematical techniques may be applied to DSC data to calculate measurements of 
solid fat content (Menard et al., 1994), estimate amount of saturation (Sessa et al., 
1996), and quantify iodine value (Haryati et al., 1997).  DSC cannot establish 
unmistakably the polymorphic forms present in oil and fat samples; this must be done 
by X-ray diffraction (deMan et al., 1994).  The difficulties of comparing data from 
different research studies are due to variations resulting from application of different 
scan speeds (Tan et al., 2000) and the lack of standard definitions for melting and 
crystallization points (Nassu et al., 1999).  
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Figure 2.9.  Left, photo of TA-Q2000 differential scanning calorimeter (DSC).  Right, depiction of 
sealed reference and sample pans on temperature sensors (Urban, 2009). 
 
 
Solid Fat Index   
The solid fat index (SFI) determination is an evaluation of  percent solid fat at a 
given temperature.  Many methods may be utilized including dilatometry, nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR), and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (Danthine et 
al., 2006).  Plastic fats should have 15-30% solid fat and retain most of these solid 
crystals in the optimal temperature range of 16-32°C (Metzroth, 2005).   
 
Gas Chromatography     
Developed in 1950 by Archer John Porter Martin and Anthony T. James, gas 
chromatography (Figure 2.10) is capable of separating components of a complex 
mixture based on their elution rate (Bartle et al., 2002).  As with other chromatographic 
techniques there is a mobile phase and a stationary phase.  Flame ionization detection 
(FID) is the universal detector of choice due to its high sensitivity for carbon containing 
compounds; the mobile phase is a carrier gas such as helium. The stationary phase 
(column matrix) coats the interior of the fused silica capillary column to which the 
volatilized sample will adhere.  The stronger the affinity between a specific molecule and 
the column matrix, the more its movement is retarded, and the slower it passes through 
the column (Dhont et al., 2003).  Individual molecules can be separated based on the 
strength of their affinity for the column matrix.  After being separated by the column the 
concentration of each molecule is determined as it passes the detector. It is necessary 
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to include an internal standard to help identify any problems that may have occurred 
and for accurate peak identification the chromatograph should be compared against a 
known standard (Bacher, 2006).  Capillary columns are used to facilitate efficient 
analysis time and to improve separation of components (Bannon et al., 1987).  Intact 
triacylglycerols and free fatty acids are not volatile, making separation and analysis 
difficult.  Therefore, derivatization for fatty acid analysis is conducted to prepare volatile 
fatty acid methyl esters (FAMES).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.10.  Gas chromatograph (top left).  Sample injection (top right).  Depiction of injector 
sight, column, detector, and graphic interpretation of sample (bottom left). 
 
 
Polarized Light Microscopy     
 Functional properties of many foods are dependent on the microstructure of the 
lipids used in their preparation (Maruyama et al., 2014). A pragmatic approach of 
microstructure analysis requires obtaining truly representative material images, image 
analysis and interpretation (Gioielli et al., 2003).  The anisotropic solid phase lattice 
refracts light differently than the isotropic liquid phase, with the liquid appearing black in 
!!
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the microscopic images and the solid phase, clusters of crystals, in white or grayscale 
(Narine et al., 1999b).  
Natural light that vibrates in random directions is called nonpolarized light.  A 
polarizing plate (polarizing filter) or polarizing prism is used to change natural light into 
light whose vibrations possess direction. Linearly polarized light with vertical vibrations 
travels in a single plane (Figure 2.11).  Polarized light is a contrast-enhancing technique 
that improves the quality of the image obtained with birefringent materials when 
compared to other techniques such as darkfield and brightfield illumination, differential 
interference contrast, phase contrast, Hoffman modulation contrast, and fluorescence 
(Weaver, 2003).  Polarized light microscopy can be used to view the morphology of 
crystallized lipid samples, providing information on crystal size, number and the crystal 
polymorphs present (Narine et al., 1999c). 
 
 
Figure 2.11.  Polarized light microscopy beam of light traveling in a straight line (Murphy et al., 
1999). 
 
 
 
Iodine Value   
Iodine value (IV) reflects the degree of unsaturation of fats and oils and is an 
important parameter used by the shortening industry (Jayarani et al., 2009) as an 
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indicator of oxidative stability.   The higher the iodine value the less stable the oil and 
the more vulnerable it is to oxidation and free radical attack.  This can be determined by 
titration with cyclohexane and glacial acetic acid or by calculation when the fatty acid 
composition has already been determined by gas chromatography.  Since the types of 
double bonds present can affect the wet chemical determination, fats and oils with the 
same number of double bonds but different physical properties affecting their oxidative 
stability will have the same IV (Zwerenz et al., 1990).  Using the following formula 
(Equation 2.2), calculation of IV can be calculated when the lipid composition is known 
(Knothe, 2009). 
 
 
 𝐼𝑉!"#$%&' =    100  𝑥   !!!  !"#.!"  !  !"!"!          Equation 2.2 
 
 
Af is the proportion (relative to 1) of a lipid compound in a mixture, MWf is the 
molecular weight of the fatty compound, db is the number of double bonds in the lipid 
compound, and 253.81 is the atomic weight of two iodine atoms.  
 
Oscillation Rheology     
Rheology may be defined as the flow or deformation under stress (Wood, 1986). 
Textural properties of lipids are affected by the solid fat content, the strength of the van 
der Waals forces within the crystal network, and the 3-dimensional network of fat 
crystals and their association with the continuous oil phase (deMan et al., 1987; Rohm 
et al., 1993; Wright et al., 2001; Glibowski et al., 2008).  Rheometry is used to study the 
mechanical behavior of soft materials, such as lipids, and an oscillatory rheometer 
induces a sinusoidal shear deformation in the sample and measures the resultant stress 
response (Wyss et al., 2007).  Testing is done within the linear viscoelastic region 
(LVR), under conditions of constant frequency with increasing stress or strain.  The LVR 
will be shortest when the sample is in its most solid form.  In oscillation rheology the 
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system is often made up of two plates, a top and a bottom, and one of them oscillates 
back and forth at a constant frequency and temperature increasing stress or strain.  The 
LVR determines the stress rate used in all subsequent tests and therefore must be 
determined initially.  If the deformation is small, or applied slowly, then the molecular 
arrangements are never far from equilibrium (Mark et al., 1984); the limits of the LVR 
are where the material starts to break down (TA Instruments, 2007).  There are several 
different geometries that can be used: concentric cylinders, parallel plate, torsion 
rectangular, and cone and plate (Figure 2.12).  Each geometry has different 
specifications for sample viscosity. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.12.  Plate Geometries (TA Instruments, 2007). 
 
 
Frequency Strain Sweep     
Frequency is defined as the time required to complete one oscillation and is the 
inverse of time (Barnes, 2000).  The units of measure are 1 hertz which is equal to 6.28 
rads/sec. The flow behavior of samples may be elastic (Hookean solid), viscous 
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(Newtonian liquid) or viscoelastic (non-Newtonian).  When a stimulus stress or strain is 
applied there will be a resulting response.  These oscillations will be recorded on a 
graph and the phase angle can be determined, the measured shift between the input 
wave and the output wave (TA Instruments, 2007).  For an elastic solid the phase angle 
is in-sync for stress and strain.  For a Newtonian liquid the phase angel will be 90°, and 
for viscoelastic response the phase angle will be between 0° and 90° (Figure 2.13).  The 
frequency sweep profile is obtained by measuring storage (elastic) modulus (G´), loss 
(viscous) modulus (G˝) and complex modulus (|G*|) (Buldo et al. 2012). Others have 
focused on the former two and then tan delta (G´:G˝) versus frequency (ƒ) (O’ Dwyer et 
al., 2013).   
 
 
 
   
 
 
Figure 2.13.  Oscillatory Rheometry Phase Shifts (Gammadot Rheology, 2013). 
 
 
Sample characteristics represented by tan delta are solid-like (tan delta << 1), 
mixed  (tan delta = 1) and liquid-like (tan delta >> 1) (Tipvarakarnkoon et al., 2008).  The 
size, number and interaction between fat crystals affect the rheology of the fat.  
Additionally, while a higher solid fat content leads to higher values of elastic moduli (G´) 
in any given mixture, the nature of the liquid phase, as well as the crystal size, packing 
density, polymorphic form and crystal shape may all play a part (Marangoni et al., 1998; 
Danthine et al., 2004).  A partially crystallized fat sample displaying the storage modulus 
(G´) greater than the loss modulus (G˝) over most of the measured frequency range, 
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and reduced dependence on frequency, is a characteristic of a weak viscoelastic ‘‘gel’’ 
system (Ferry, 1980; Figure 2.14). 
 
 
Figure 2.14.  Frequency sweep graph of G’>G’’. 
 
 
Thixotropy 
Thixotropic or “hysteresis” loops are generated at constant temperature and 
plotted as rheograms of shear stress against shear rate (Figure 2.15).  The difference in 
area under the curves between the upward and downward curves is calculated as 
thixotropy in Pa/s. The presence of the hysteresis loop indicates that a breakdown in 
structure has occurred and the area within the loop may be used as an index of the 
degree of breakdown (Marriott, 2002).  A sample of low viscosity would be expected to 
have a lower thixotropy since less structural breakdown of the sample will occur due to 
the shear stress applied resulting in less deviation from the initial structure.  A sample 
may be both thixotropic, shear thinning under applied stress and rebuilt once the stress 
is removed, and viscoelastic as displayed by lag in response to the applied stress 
because the microstructure takes time to respond to the applied stress (Barnes, 1997).  
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The initial response is elastic, but with increasing stress morphs into a thixotropic 
viscous behavior, followed by rebuilding after the stress is reduced until returning to 
zero (Del Nobile et al., 2007). 
 
Figure 2.15.  Thixotropic/Hysteresis Phase Loops (Bohlin application note MRK584-01, 2013).  
 
 
Antioxidant Capacity      
Antioxidants are compounds added or naturally present in food, such as vitamin 
E (tocotrienols and tocopherols) and carotenoids (α- and β-carotene), that prevent lipid 
rancidity and may have health benefits once consumed.  Electron transfer-based 
assays, such as DPPH, measure the reducing capacity of antioxidants and research 
papers have shown good correlation between total phenolics and antioxidant capacity 
(Huang et al., 2005). 
RBO contains significant levels (approximately 500 ppm) of tocotrienols, and of 
similar structure the tocopherols; both groups are forms of vitamin E and powerful 
natural antioxidants (Sharif et al., 2014).  Additionally, it is naturally high in gamma-
oryzanol and phytosterols (Rukmini, 1988).  PS is naturally high in carotenoids and like 
rice bran oil, palm stearin and coconut oil contain tocopherols and tocotrienols.  These 
antioxidants may provide additional shelf stability and potential health benefits against 
ROS in bakery foods that are prepared as partial or full fat formulations.  Gamma-
oryzanol belongs to a group of sterol ferulate esters of triterpene alcohols and 
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phytosterols (Sharif et al., 2014).  Whether added as an isolated dietary component or 
consumed via RBO the protective benefits of this potent antioxidant in prevention of 
cardiovascular disease (Cicero et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2001; Patel et al., 2004; Stoggl et 
al., 2005; Lichtenstein et al., 2009; Sharif et al., 2014), and some forms of cancer (Shih 
et al., 2011) have been widely publicized.  Kochhar (2000) has demonstrated sterol 
ferulates (oryzanol) to have a significant synergistic effect with tocopherols.  Palm oil 
that was not refined, bleached or deodorized has been shown by Szydlowska-Czerniak 
et al. (2011) to have higher antioxidant capacity, determined by 1,1-diphenyl-2-
picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) and ferric reducing antioxidant power (FRAP), compared to palm 
oil samples that had undergone various degrees of refining processing.  FRAP and 
DPPH are spectrophotometric techniques providing results that are significant and 
linearly correlated and are relatively simple, precise and convenient single electron 
transfer (ET) based assays (Huang et al., 2005).  ET-based assays involve one redox 
reaction with the oxidant (probe) as the reaction endpoint indicator (gains an electron 
from the antioxidant resulting in a color change) and are designed to measure radical 
scavenging capacity.  The DPPH radical scavenging activity assay has been used to 
evaluate total antioxidant capacity of gamma-oryzanol, tocotrienols and tocopherols 
(Kochhar, 2000), and α- and β-carotene (Gupta et al., 2013).  Antioxidant activity is 
determined by the scavenging activity of the stable DPPH free radical.  The radical 
scavenging activity is expressed as the inhibition percentage, calculated by Equation 
2.3: 
 
% Radical scavenging activity  =  [A0 – A1/ A0] x 100,   Equation 2.3 
 
 
where A0  is the absorbance of the control and A1  is the absorbance of the sample. 
 
Impact of Plastic Fat Polymorphic Forms on Sensory Evaluation     
Marangoni (2002) demonstrated in research performed with high- and low-
melting fractions of milk fat that polymorphism of the solid state did not seem to 
influence the mechanical properties of fats.  Fats contribute to product flavor and affect 
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many textural characteristics of foods from smooth to creamy, chewy, crunchy and 
brittle (Drewnowski et al., 1998).  Flavor, texture and fat functionality will determine 
product acceptance (Swanson et al., 1998).  Fat is present in high proportions in cookie 
formulations contributing to tenderness, by interference of gluten development, and 
increasing spread (Jacob et al., 2007).  Plastic fats trap air during creaming contributing 
to product leavening.  The β΄ polymorph is considered to be the most functional form for 
shortenings due to the small needle-like shape producing a smooth fat that creams well 
and yields a firmer product (Rodriguez et al., 2001).  Fats crystallized in the β 
polymorph are harder, have a grainy appearance and produce a cookie with a waxy 
mouthfeel (Given, 1994). 
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Chapter 3: Influence of High Intensity Ultrasound on Production of Trans Free 
Nutritional Lipid Blends Containing Palm Stearin, Coconut Oil, and Rice Bran Oil 
 
Abstract 
 
To address the issue of traditional plastic fats containing trans fat due to partial 
hydrogenation, high intensity ultrasound (HIU) was applied to blends of various 
proportions of palm stearin (PS), coconut oil (CO), rice bran oil (RBO), and red palm oil 
(RPO).  Cooling rate with and without agitation was evaluated in addition to analysis of 
polymorphic form by X-ray diffraction (XRD), melting point and solid fat index by 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), crystal size and number by polarized light 
microscopy (PLM), fatty acid profile by gas chromatography (GC), degree of 
unsaturation, softeness and oxidative stability by iodine value (IV), and plasticity by 
oscillation rheology.  After two applications of HIU, agressively cooled samples 
(30°C/min) without agitation favored the beta prime (β΄) crystal polymorph with less of 
the β form present, unlike the control blends of identical formulation that did not receive 
HIU applications that favored the β crystal polymorph.  There was no difference 
between HIU treated and untreated equivalents when analyzed by GC for fatty acid 
profile, saturation ratio (USFA:SFA), and chain length ratio (MCFA:LCFA).  DSC melting 
profiles and SFI were widely different between blends.  All blends displayed two melting 
peaks, the first between 14-21°C, the second between 41-48°C and SFI between 5-75% 
in the temperature range of 16-32°C.  Frequency sweeps indicated G’>G’’ and 
thixotropic hysteresis loop showed that the samples were shearing thinning but rebuilt 
quickly.  
 
Introduction 
 
Consumer awareness of trans fats has increased due to their reported harmful 
impact on human heart health.  Labeling restrictions implemented in January 2006 by 
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA, 2003) prompted many food manufacturers to 
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reformulate their lipid containing products to contain less than 0.5 gram trans fat per 
serving; the FDA definition of trans fat free for nutrient labels.  In November 2013 the 
FDA opened a comment period to determine if partially hydrogenated oils, the major 
source of dietary trans fats, should no longer be generally recognized as safe (GRAS), 
and instead only be permitted in food as an additive. 
Shortening has been produced by hydrogenation for over a century and marketed 
to the consumer by touting it as better than butter and lard (Jackson et al., 2007) both 
functionally and from a health perspective.  However, decades of research have 
revealed that the trans fats formed during partial hydrogenation are harmful to human 
health contributing to increased risk for certain cancers, cardiovascular disease, 
diabetes, hypertension and obesity (Rioux et al., 2007; Remig et al., 2010; Willet, 2012).  
Interesterification has been studied extensively as a way to produce designer fats 
without the use of partial hydrogenation.  Researchers have indicated that due to 
random placement of fatty acids on the glycerol backbone, TAGs that are not naturally 
found in nature are being produced and may have negative impacts on human health 
(Berry 2009; Hayes et al., 2010).  Mandatory disclosure of trans fat content by the FDA, 
lawsuits against food companies and local bans, are incentives for the food industry to 
remove trans fat from food products (Unnevehr et al., 2008). 
 Though it has been well documented that the blending of fats and oils, with or 
without interesterification, can produce trans free fats, few research efforts have focused 
on producing such fats with plastic characteristics.  As an alternative to 
interesterification, HIU was effective in promotion of crystallization (sonocrystallization) 
in lipids (Higaki et al., 2001; Ueno et al., 2002, 2003; de Castro et al., 2007; Martini et 
al., 2008).  There is strong agreement among these authors that promoting primary and 
secondary nucleation in the systems induces crystallization.  Primary nucleation occurs 
as a result of the formation of cavitation bubbles that expand quickly and violently 
collapse, resulting in an area of high pressure in the liquid and induced nucleation 
subsequent to an initial increase in temperature then cooling. Secondary nucleation is 
the result of existing crystals present in the liquid before ultrasound waves are applied, 
or present as a result of primary nucleation, that are exposed to high shear forces 
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during sonication from the rapid collapse of cavitation bubbles (Hem, 1967; Higaki et al., 
2001; Suzuki et al., 2010;).  Martini et al. (2008) demonstrated that cavitation and 
therefore crystallization is most effective in a liquid medium of low viscosity.  
Additionally, secondary nucleation increases the number and reduces the size of 
crystals formed, favoring the β΄ crystal polymorph, and can be promoted by applying a 
second application of HIU to a blend that has visible crystal growth but not long enough 
to fully melt the existing crystals.  Martini et al. (2008) demonstrated that in anhydrous 
milk fat HIU can be used to improve the crystal network of lipids.  Also, application to 
lipid blends of low saturated and trans fatty acid content may potentially affect their 
physiochemical and sensory properties permitting production of healthier lipid based 
products.  
Red palm oil (RPO) is commonly used in blends either as the whole oil or 
fractionated components (palm olein – liquid fraction and palm stearin – solid fraction).  
It is economical to produce and has high levels of carotenoids and tocopherols, which 
impart high oxidative stability and may protect against certain cancers and lower serum 
cholesterol (Hunter et al., 1946; Edem, 2002).  Due to its high solid fat content (SFC) it 
can be used to add structure when blended with other plant oils.  Palm stearin (PS) has 
a high slip melting point (SMP) of 47-54°C (American Palm Oil Council, 2004) and 
readily favors the β΄crystal structure which is desirable in all-purpose bakery shortenings 
(O’Brien, 2005), due to the smaller needle-like crystals resulting in a larger surface area, 
permitting greater cohesion with the liquid phase.  These attributes promote the desired 
consistency, plasticity and aeration properties (D’Souza et al., 1992; Zeitoun et al., 
1993).     
Rice bran oil (RBO) has also been used to develop nutritional lipid blends.  It has 
a long shelf-life and a high smoke point (490°F/254°C), in addition to its high levels of 
naturally occurring antioxidants such as, gamma-oryzanol, phytosterols, tocotrienols 
and tocopherols, which impart resistance to thermal oxidation and oil deterioration 
(McCaskill et al., 1999; Semwal et al., 2001; Gopala, 2002; Gopala et al., 2005; 
Debnath et al., 2012).  RBO is low in saturated fat and high in mono- and 
polyunsaturated fats contributing a favorable fatty acid profile to the blends.  When fed 
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to rats, serum and liver lipids were significantly lowered, in addition to reduced 
triglyceride concentrations (Rukmini, 1988; Wilson et al., 2007).  Additionally, RBO has 
been demonstrated to have anti-inflammatory (Islam et al., 2008) and anti-oxidative 
(Kanaya et al., 2004) effects in laboratory animal models.  Blending this oil with higher 
melting solids of palm oil can help meet the functional properties required for shortening. 
Coconut oil (CO) is greater than 90% saturated fat, making it stable against 
oxidative rancidity, yet its melting point is only 24-27°C (Metzroth, 2005).  This is 
because over half of the fatty acids that make-up this oil are medium chain lengths of 6-
12 carbons: ~0.6% caproic acid (C6:0), ~7.5% caprylic acid (C8:0), ~6% capric acid 
(C10:0), and ~44.6% lauric acid (C12:0), with total saturated fatty acid content at 92% 
(Gervajio, 2005).  Short and medium chain FAs have increased solubility, and thus, are 
cleaved from the glycerol backbone of the triglyceride and absorbed from the small 
intestine directly into the portal system, quickly arriving at the liver where they are 
rapidly oxidized resulting in greater energy expenditure and increased satiety (St-Onge 
et al., 2002), rather than being stored as fat.  This attribute is beneficial to consumers 
looking for ways to enjoy healthier versions of their favorite foods without sacrificing 
flavor and texture.  Additionally, because MCFA do not require bile salts for absorption, 
coconut oil and products rich in MCFA are beneficial for patients with impaired fat 
absorption.  They are oxidized more rapidly and to a greater extent than LCFA, showing 
great potential for use to reduce body fat in the obese (Lasekan et al., 1992; Dulloo et 
al., 1995; Papamandjaris et al., 1998). 
Many researchers have demonstrated high intensity ultrasound (HIU) to be 
effective in promotion of crystallization (sonocrystallization) of lipids (Higaki et al., 2001; 
Ueno et al., 2002, 2003; de Castro et al., 2007; Martini et al., 2008) by promoting 
primary and secondary nucleation.  Primary nucleation occurs as a result of formation of 
cavitation bubbles that expand quickly and violently collapse, resulting in an area of high 
pressure in the liquid and induced nucleation subsequent to an initial increase in 
temperature then cooling. Secondary nucleation is the result of existing crystals present 
in the liquid before ultrasound waves are applied, or present as a result of primary 
nucleation, that are exposed to high shear forces during sonication from the rapid 
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collapse of cavitation bubbles (Hem, 1967; Higaki et al., 2001).  Martini et al., (2008) 
and Suzuki et al., (2010) demonstrated that cavitation and therefore crystallization is 
most effective in a liquid medium of low viscosity.  
The objective of this study was to determine if applying HIU to induce formation 
of the desired β΄polymorphic form could produce a nutritional lipid blend, with plastic fat 
functionality.  Many blend ratios and HIU application combinations needed to be tested 
to achieve this blend.  Characteristics analyzed were crystal morphology, fatty acid and 
melting profiles, SFC, and visco-elastic properties. 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Spectrum brand (a division of the Hain Celestial Group, Inc.) USDA organic, 
refined (for medium high heat),  expeller pressed coconut oil was purchased from a 
local grocery store.  Tophé brand rice bran oil was purchased from Golden West S.F., 
Brisbane California and 100% pure unrefined red palm oil was purchased from Omni, 
West Africa; distributed by Spicy World, Houston Texas.  Palm stearin (PS) was 
produced by dry fractionation of red palm oil.  All chemicals and solvents used were 
HPLC or analytical grade.  
 
Fractionation of Red Palm Oil 
Pure, unrefined RPO was heated to 60-80°C to remove all crystals, then cooled 
gradually to 20°C to crystallize the palm stearin fraction and left overnight.  The optimal 
crystallization temperature for palm stearin is 5-25°C (Deffense, 1985; Calliauw, 2011).  
The partially crystallized oil mixture was filtered in a Büchner filter funnel lined with 
Whatman #1 qualitative filter paper, under vacuum.  The solid cake was melted to 80°C 
and filtered under vacuum to remove solid impurities.  The collection flask was heated 
first to minimize solidification of the liquid fat during this second filtration.  The filtered fat 
was transferred to a dark jar fitted with a screw-cap plastic lid and stored at room 
temperature (Figure 3.1). 
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Lipid Blend Preparation 
Samples Not Treated with High Intensity Ultrasound 
Lipid blends were weighed into brown glass jars fitted with plastic, Teflon-lined, 
lids.  Blends were heated to 80°C and held 30 min swirling the jars every 5 min, then 
cooled to 50°C and held for 15 min with constant swirling using the Brinkmann Orbimix 
1010 (Westbury, NY).   Blends were stored at -20°C for 24 hrs before storage at 15°C 
until analysis.   
 
Samples Treated with High Intensity Ultrasound 
Blends were weighed into brown glass jars fitted with plastic, Teflon-lined, lids.  
Samples were heated to 80°C and held 30 min swirling the jars after 10 min and 30 min. 
Samples were stored at 15°C until treatment with HIU. 
 
High Intensity Ultrasound Treatment 
Blends were heated in a water bath to 80°C and held for 30 min to allow 
complete melting of TAGs then transferred to a 100 ml double-walled thermostatic 
beaker. To increase the efficiency of heat transfer between the circulating water and the 
lipid blends, samples were stirred using a magnetic stirrer at approximately 350 rpm.  
Sample temperature was monitored with a thermocouple placed half way between the 
ultrasound wand and the interior beaker wall.  Using a 31mm diameter ultrasound wand 
and a 750 watt, 20 kHz ultrasonic processor HIU was applied at 27°C for 15 s followed 
by a second application for a duration of 10 s once the samples became cloudy and the 
ultrasound probe was no longer visible in the solution (23-27°C), resulting in acoustic 
powers of 52 and 41 W, respectively.  Other ultrasound pulse combinations were 
evaluated but based on powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) crystal analysis, the 15 s plus 10 
s treatment combination was most effective and applied in this research (Figure 3.2). 
 
Cooling and Crystallization 
Blends were cooled by one of two methods.  Blends removed from the beaker 
and cooled by transferring to a brown jar and stirring rapidly (5 min) in an ice bath 
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containing rock salt (-12°C) are referred to as rapidly cooled agitated (RCA).  Blends 
poured onto a plastic wrap-lined sheet pan (Figure 3.3) that was nested in a bin of rock 
salt and ice (sheet pan temperature was -9°C) are referred to as aggressively cooled 
quiescently (ACQ). Once solidified (~1 min) these blends were sealed in brown glass 
jars. All blends were stored in ice until moved to -20°C storage for 24 hrs.   They were 
then moved to an incubator set to 21°C for 48 hrs before analytical evaluation of 
polymorphic form by XRD, melting point and solid fat index by DSC, crystal size and 
number by PLM, fatty acid profile by GC, degree of unsaturation, softeness and 
oxidative stability by IV, and plasticity by oscillation rheology.  Long term sample storage 
was at 13-15°C.  
 
Powder X-Ray Diffraction 
Polymorphs were determined using a Siemens Bruker D5000 theta/theta X-ray 
powder diffractometer XRD system (Almelo, The Netherlands) emitting Cu-k-α1 + k-α2 
radiation (λ = 0.15418 nm = 1.5418 Å) set at 40kV and 30 mA with a 2 mm divergence 
slit. Data were collected from 8 to 30 2𝜃 with a step width of 0.02° and step time of 1 s 
operating at 25°C.  JADE computer software was used for X-ray data analysis to 
calculate absorption intensity, background intensity, peak width in degrees for each 
crystalline form and the relative percentages β΄ and β crystals. The β form was 
calculated from the intensity of the short spacing at 4.6 Å. The β΄ polymorph was 
calculated from the intensities of the short spacing of 3.7-4.0 and 4.2-4.3 Å.  
 
Microstructure Analysis by Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM) 
The crystal morphology of samples was observed using polarized light 
microscope (Nikon Optiphot) fitted with an Infinity 1 camera by Luminera equipped with 
Infinity Analyze 6.1.0 software by Luminera Corporaton.  Samples were maintained at 
21°C. A small film of sample was spread on one end of the carrier glass slide with a thin 
metal spatula and viewed at 10X magnification.  Three separate images were taken 
from each slide. 
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Preparation of Fatty Acid Methyl Esters 
Blends (100 mg) were derivatized in 2 mL methanolic HCl (3N) and heated 
(90°C) 40 min, with vortexing at 5 min and 40 min.  Samples were cooled to room 
temperature and extracted with n-hexanes (3mL) and double deionized water (1 mL), 
vortexed and allowed to separate. The hexane phase was dried under N2 and 
reconstituted in n-hexanes (1 mL). 
  
Fatty Acid Analysis 
Fatty acid analysis was conducted using gas chromatography (Hewlett Packard 
Series II 5890 gas chromatograph, equipped with a flame ionization detector, with 
helium carrier gas at 12 psi).  The column utilized was a DB-225 (30 m length, 0.25 mm 
I.D.).  Temperature was programmed from 180°C to 225°C at a rate of 6°C per minute 
and held for 15 min.  Fatty acid profiles are recorded as a relative percentage of fatty 
acids and have been identified by comparison with retention times of a commercial 
standard, Oil Reference Standard Sigma O-7756.   
 
Iodine Value 
Already knowing the fatty acid composition of each sample, the iodine value (IV) 
was calculated using Equation 3.1. 
 
 𝐼𝑉!"#$%&' =    100  𝑥   !!!  !"#.!"  !  !"!"!      Equation 3.1 
 
 where Af  is the proportion of a fatty compound in a mixture, MWf is the molecular 
weight of the fatty compound, db is the number of double bonds in the fatty compound, 
and 253.81 is the atomic weight of molecular iodine. 
 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
Melting characteristics were studied using a DSC-Q2000 (TA Instruments, New 
Castle, DE).  Samples (10–20 mg) were accurately weighed directly into 30 µL capacity 
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aluminum pans and hermetically sealed, using an empty pan and lid for reference.  
Samples were subjected to the following temperature program: equilibrate at 4°C, ramp 
to -60°C at 5°C/min, isothermal 10 min, ramp to 80°C at 5°C/min. All samples were 
evaluated in triplicate, heating thermograms were recorded and analysis of melting 
peaks was by the DSC software (TA Universal Analysis).  Solid fat index (SFI) was also 
determined from the melting curves using the DSC data analysis software termed the 
running integral, plotting percent melted versus temperature.  The software indicates the 
total energy required to melt the sample and indicates, at selected temperatures, how 
much energy has been absorbed.  Percent crystallinity was calculated by using 
Equation 3.2.  
 𝑆𝐹𝐼 =   100  𝑥   !/!!"!#$!  !/!!"#$%"&!/!!"!#$         Equation 3.2 
 
where J/gtotal is the total amount of energy used to melt the sample and J/gpartial is the 
amount of energy used up to a selected temperature along the curve. 
 
Rheological Oscillation Analysis and Thixotropy  
A TA Instrument ARES rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE), was used 
to perform rheological measurements.  An oscillatory strain sweep test was performed 
using 4°/40 mm cone and plate geometry and a 1.000 mm sample depth to determine 
the linear viscoelastic region from 0.1 to 1,000 µNm at a frequency of 1 Hz at a 
temperature of 25°C.  A frequency sweep test was performed with a frequency from 0.1 
to 100 Hz, and a strain of 0.03%.  The strain controlled frequency sweep profile was 
determined by measuring the storage (elastic) modulus (G´) and loss (viscous) modulus 
(G´´) and the complex modulus (|G*|).  The sample platform temperature was controlled 
permitting all samples to be maintained at 25°C and three repetitions were performed 
for each treatment.  Thixotropy was evaluated by using 4°/40 mm cone and plate 
geometry with a sweep up and down from 0.01– 1000 s-1.  All samples were evaluated 
in triplicate. 
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Results and Discussion 
 
Effect of HIU on polymorphism and crystal morphology 
The effect of HIU exposure and cooling rate on the promotion of the β΄ crystal 
structure in the SCOR blends was evaluated by powder XRD.  Peak areas indicate that 
a greater percentage of β΄ crystals were formed with aggressive cooling quiescently 
(ACQ) as compared to blends of identical formulation that were cooled more slowly with 
agitation and samples that did not receive HIU applications (Table 3.1).  The XRD 
patterns shown in figures 3.4-3.7 show that ACQ blends (cooling rate of 30°C/min or 
faster) had a greater percentage of β΄ crystals than those cooled more slowly 
(10°C/min) with agitation (rapidly cooled with agitation - RCA).   
HIU is most effective at producing numerous nuclei and promoting formation of 
numerous small crystals in an environment of low viscosity (Martini et al., 2008).  Blends 
that received two HIU treatments had a greater percentage of β΄ crystals than those 
treated once.  This is indicative of secondary nucleation increasing the number of nuclei 
and the overall number of fat crystals while maintaining the small size of the metastable 
β΄ crystal form.  Blend controls (no HIU treatments) had less than 50% of the crystals 
present as the β΄ polymorph (Table 3.1).  After receiving one 15 second application of 
HIU the β΄ polymorph was present at values of 56.4% (SCOR 14) to 67.17% (SCOR 
13).  After two applications of HIU, 10+5 seconds, there was an additional increase in 
the % β΄  crystal polymorph present in each sample.  This was compared to a double 
HIU application of 15+10 seconds.  For some samples this seemed to be the optimal 
appliation.  For others, the longer exposure resulted in a decreased percent β΄ crystals 
present, possibly due to the degree of melting of the primary crystals as a result of 
increasing temperature due to cavitation.  SCOR 12 ACQ increased from 84.03% β΄ 
form to 93.71% (10+5s and 15+10s, respectively), while SCOR 12 RCA (15+10s) 
produced an intermediary value, 88.01%.  SCOR 11 ACQ decreased when the double 
HIU application was lengthened from 10+5s to 15+10s (73.84% β΄  form and 34.83% β΄  
form, respectively).    
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HIU causes an increase in temperature of the blend due to the violent forces from 
cavitation.  Blends that benefitted from longer HIU applications did not fully melt during 
the second application.  In order for secondary nucleation to occur there must be 
primary crystals present in the system.  If those all melt during the second application 
then this would only result in a repeat of primary nucleation.  Research by Campos et 
al., 2002, demonstrated that β΄ crystals form at lower temperatures than the β crystal.  
This is in agreement with the greater percentage of β΄ crystals present in the ACQ 
blends.  Other research has also suggested that rapid cooling (10°C/min) with agitation 
promotes formation of numerous small crystals favoring the formation of the β΄ 
polymorphic form (Herrera et al., 2000; Martini et al., 2002; Kaufmann, 2012).  However, 
results of this study suggest that more aggresive cooling rate without agitation that was 
applied to these SCOR blends after treatment with HIU was more effective at stabilizing 
the small metastable β΄ polymorphic form rather than allowing the crystals to transition 
to the larger, stable β polymorphic form.  
Fats with a greater percentage of β΄ crystals exhibit a smooth spreadable texture 
while fats with a greater percentage of β crystals exhibit larger coarse crystals resulting 
in a hard brittle structure	   (Kellens et al., 1992; Marangoni et al., 1998; Narine et al., 
1999).  The small size of the β΄ crystals permits a cohesive intereaction between the 
crystals and the liquid phase of the fat.  Viewing the fat blends by PLM, the fat crystals 
are birefringent and appear bright and the liquid oils remain dark.  Blends with the 
highest percentage of β΄ crystals, HIU treated blends ACQ showed numerous small (10 
µm) crystals, compared to blends that were RCA or those that received no HIU 
applications (Figures 3.9 – 3.13).  Blends not treated with HIU primarily displayed large 
spherulites 25 µm and larger with some smaller (10 µm) crystals, differing from RCA 
blends containing both numerous compact crystals and few larger spherulites.  This 
supports the findings by XRD that the blends that were ACQ were more effective at 
stabilizing the β΄ crystals formed during cavitation due to HIU than those that were 
cooled more slowly but with agitation, RCA blends.  The lower viscosity for several 
minutes of RCA blends, gave more time for the metastable β΄ crystals to transition to the 
stable β crystal polymorph.  It was also observed that some blends (Figures 3.11 and 
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3.12) had a high percentage of β΄ crystals compared to β crystals but had a larger 
amount of amorphous material causing them to be softer than desired.  Figure 3.13 (A) 
shows the micrograph of a commercial shortening with numerous small crystals 
supporting the XRD curve (Figure 3.8) indicating an average of 75.7% β΄ crystals and 
Figure 3.13 (B) shows the micrograph of unsalted butter with a mixture of small to 
medium size crystals supporting the findings by Campos et al. (2002) and Martini et al. 
(2008), that amorphous milk fat is β΄ tending.   
 
Fatty acid composition and iodine values 
Numerous blend ratios were evaluated in this research; many displayed an 
increase in β΄ crystals, as a result of HIU application, but were not successful products 
due to undesireable characteristics, including: low melting point, too brittle or separation 
of the liquid and solid phases at room temperature.  Two blends, SCOR 11 and SCOR 
12, were selected based on the most favorable characteristics with one displaying ideal 
functionality.  Blends SCOR 13 and SCOR 14 were included for comparision.  For these 
blends and commercial shortening the blend ratios and fatty acid composition are 
presented in Table 3.2.  As anticipted, differences in the blend ratios of PS, CO, RBO, 
and RPO for each blend have resulted in different proportions of fatty acids present 
affecting the physical/functional charcteristics of each. RBO is high in the unsaturates, 
oleic and linoleic acid, contributing to the liquid phase of the fat blends, as well as 
providing a healthful fatty acid profile.   CO provides a favorable increase in medium 
chain fatty acids.  Together these provide nutritional benefits, as well as, lowering the 
melting point and increasing the plasticity of the PS, which by its self is not plastic. 
Commercial shortening was most abundant in oleic acid (52.03%) and contained 
no fatty acids shorter than palmitic acid (C16:0).  The most abundant fatty acids in blend 
SCOR 11 were palmitic acid (32.85%), oleic acid (27.72%), lauric acid (13.85%), and 
linoleic acid (12.05%), and in blend SCOR 12 they were lauric acid (33.52%), palmitic 
acid (19.77%), oleic acid (15.61%) and myristic acid (14.44%). Blend SCOR 11 
contained 40.47% unstaturated fatty acids compared to blend SCOR 12 containing only 
23.68% unsaturated fatty acids, but upon further evaluation 55.25% of the saturated 
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fatty acids in the SCOR 12 blend were medium chain giving it a fatty acid profile of 
42.17% medium chain fatty acids (Table 3.2).  From a health perspective these are 
more favorable due to their ease of absorption, and rapid utilization by the liver resulting 
in increased energy expenditure (Lasekan et al., 1992; Dulloo et al., 1995; 
Papamandjaris et al., 1998).  One goal of this research was to create a blend with a 
significant amount of medium chain fatty acids and this was achieved with the SCOR 12 
blend.  The SCOR 11 blend had only 13.76% medium chain fatty acids but had a 
favorable 40.47% unsaturated fatty acids from the higher amount of RBO used and the 
addition of RPO to this formulation.  However, it was observed that this higher amount 
of unsaturation made it more susceptible to separation of the oil phase when stored at 
room temperature.  Fatty acid composition of the blends was not different as a result of 
HIU treatment, indicating that while HIU causes cavitation resulting in numerous nuclei 
and therefore, smaller fat crystals (Higaki et al., 2001; Ueno et al. 2002; Suzuki et al., 
2010), the process does not alter or degrade the fatty acids. 
 Iodine values of the individual blend components and the selected blends are 
presented in Table 3.3.  Iodine values of RBO, RPO and CO were similar to results 
observed by Reshma et al., (2008) and Kumar et al., (2015). Due to the different ratio of 
the PS, CO, RBO, and RPO, the iodine values are different for the blends.  SCOR 11 
(IV = 48) had the highest value; this is supported by its’ high unsaturated to saturated 
fatty acid ratio.  With IVs lower than 70, one would expect these blends to have greater 
oxidative stabilty than the RBO used in the formulations.  But despite the high IV of 
RBO, it has already been shown to have superior oxidative stability compared to other 
oils due to high levels of tocopherols, tocotrienols and gamma-oryzanol (Liang et al., 
2014).  
 
Melting profile and solid fat index by differential scanning calorimetry 
Differential scanning calorimetry is a thermoanalytical technique used to measure 
transition temperatures for melting, crystallization and glass transition (Tan et al., 2000). 
By observing the difference in heat flow between the sample and reference, differential 
scanning calorimeters are able to measure the amount of heat absorbed or released 
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during such transitions and are displayed on a graph as peaks or dips, with the empty 
pan representing baseline, temperature plotted on the x-axis and difference between the 
heat output of the two heaters on the y-axis at a given temperature (Foubert et al., 
2008).	    
The melting points for the individual blend components, selected blends, and 
commercial shortening are marked on the thermographs in Figures 3.14 -3.18.  Each 
blend displayed two melting peaks indicating low and high melting fractions.  
Commercial shortening displayed two melting peaks, the first at -26.34°C and the 
second at 47.09°C.  Despite the low temperature and large area (extending from -40 to 
5°C) of the first melting peak the commercial shortening retained it’s firm structure.  The 
second, higher melting peak was much smaller and extended from 35 to 50°C.  This 
profile was different from the nutritional lipid blends.   
The first melting peak, peak 1, for blend SCOR 12 15+10 was large and narrow 
and the second peak, peak 2, was small and broad, indicating that most crystals were 
low melting.  This was supported by XRD analysis (93% β΄ crystals and 7% β crystals) 
and the fatty acid profile, where SCOR 12 samples contained approximately 50% short 
and medium chain length fatty acids. Melting peaks for SCOR 12 15+10 were observed 
at 19.61°C and 41.87°C while melting peaks for 12 NH were observed at 17.77°C and 
42.70°C (Table 3.4).  Fatty acid profiles for HIU treated and untreated samples were not 
significantly different; the difference in melting peaks can only be attributed to the 
positive effect of HIU treatement, promoting formation of the β΄ polymorphic form.  Three 
peaks were observed for SCOR 11 10+5 and SCOR 11 NH samples; observed melting 
peaks were -0.13°C / 13.80° / 47.69°C and -4.94 / 14.35°C / 47.45°C, peak 1, 2 and 3, 
respectively.  SCOR 11 blends produced two low melting peaks with the first at subzero 
temperatures. The reduced temperature of the first melting peak was lower due to the 
higher amount of unstaurated fatty acids in SCOR 11 blends (41% USFA) versus SCOR 
12 blends (24% USFA).  Despite differences in peak 1 low melting fraction temperature, 
peak 2 high melting fraction temperatures were similar.  This is due to SCOR 11 having 
30% more long chain saturated fatty acids than SCOR 12; However, overall SCOR 12 
contained 25% more total saturated fatty acids, primarily medium chain.  Despite  
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similar fatty acid profiles, SCOR 12, SCOR 13 and SCOR 14 did not generate identical 
melting curves.  Melting peak 1 for SCOR 13 was 17.39°C versus 20.26°C for SCOR 
14; melting peak 2 was comparable, 40.96°C and 40.77°C, respectively, and only 
slightly lower than SCOR 12.  The difference in the peak 1 melting temperature for 
SCOR 13 can be explained by the slightly higher amounts of fatty acids C8:0, C10:0, 
C12:0, and C18:2 in the SCOR 13 blend.  These short chain and long chain 
polyunstaurated fatty acids would produce a higher percentage of low melting crystals. 
The SCOR 13 thermograph displayed a small dip just before diving into the first large 
peak.  This could be a transition from the unstable α polymorph to the metastable β΄ 
polymorphic form.  Additionally, despite formulation differences, SCOR 12 had a greater 
percentage of palm stearin and SCOR 13 and SCOR 14 both contained palm oil (not 
present in SCOR 12).  The palm stearin was fractionated from the palm oil and thus had 
similar fatty profile explaining the similarities in melting behavior among these samples.   
The melting curves shown in Figures 3.14-3.18 display total energy, J/g, 
absorbed by samples and the partial energy absorption values at selected 
temperatures.  The % crystallinity, or solid fat index (SFI) are presented in Figure 3.19 
and Table 3.5.  All NLBs had high solid fat indices at 15°C but this quickly dropped into 
the desirable range of 15-35% in the working temperature range of 16-32°C.  Both NLB 
SCOR 11 NH and SCOR 11 10+5 had similarly shaped melting profiles.  At 15°C SCOR 
11 NH had a significantly higher crystallinity but this quickly reduced compared to SCOR 
11 10+5, as temperature increased.  The peaks for SCOR 11 NH were deeper than for 
SCOR 11 10+5, indicating greater energy absorption in the working temperature range 
of 16-32°C for most baking applications.  SCOR 11 10+5 was firmer than SCOR 11 NH 
and maintained a higher SFI up to 45°C, where it quickly melted.  This was due to 
significantly greater percentage of β΄ polymorphic form present in the SCOR 11 10+5 
blend (Table 3.1) permitting tighter packing of fat crystals and greater cohesion with the 
oil phase of the lipid network.  This is a desirable characteristic for baking applications, 
to have the fat stay firm, but pliable, during creaming and melting as the batter/dough 
warms in the oven, becoming more fluid and increasing the ease of levitation.   
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The NLB SCOR 12 15+10 and SCOR 12 NH had similar SFI at 15°C (Table 3.5) 
but the former melted more quickly, though still maintained enough crystallinity for 
plastic fat functionality.  The NLB SCOR 12 NH had a significantly higher percentage of 
the β polymorph than β΄ and these higher melting crystals produce a product that is 
coarse and does not cream well.  The SFI for other NLBs containing red palm oil (SCOR 
11 10+5, SCOR 13 15+10 and SCOR 14 15+10), had significantly lower % crystallinity 
at 15°C and quickly dipped below 10% during the time that the samples were heated to 
25°.  These results correlate with XRD analysis indicating that these samples contained 
a greater percentage of the β΄ crystals than β, but softened excessively at room 
temperature. 
 
Rheological oscillation analysis 
The thixotropic loop was used to measure the effect on the sample to the applied 
shear over time.  Subjecting a sample to ascending then descending shear stress 
generates the hysteresis loop.  For blends in figures 3.20-3.23 the loops indicate that 
samples displayed thixotropic behavior; as the stress increases there is increasing loss 
of viscosity in the samples, indicating shear thinning (Chhabra et al., 2008a and 2008b).  
When the stress was removed they return to their original structure.  The magnitude of 
the loop is an indication of the time-dependent structural recovery of the fat.  The larger 
the area encompassed by the loop the greater loss of viscosity with the applied stress 
(Dullaert et al., 2005).  The initial response to increasing shear was elastic, as indicated 
by the positive slope.  This was followed by viscoelastic behavior as the sample broke 
down and quickly rebuilt.  When shear became strong enough or time long enough, the 
sample displayed inelasticity and a loss of viscosity, as indicated by the concave dip in 
the curve.  When shear was removed the slope turned down and the sample quickly 
rebuilt as supported by the curve returning to the start point.  The heart-shaped 
character of the loops indicates possible wall slip (Barnes 1997, Buscall, 2010).  Slip 
increases the rate at which viscosity is lost until the stress is removed and the 
macromolecular structure of the fat begins to rebuild.  The steeper slope in the concave 
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region indicates a rapid loss of viscosity and wall slip cannot be ruled out as a possible 
contributor. 
Though both HIU treated and non-treated samples reached similar values of 
shear strain at peak stress, the samples treated with HIU reached those values with a 
flatter slope and produced loops with smaller areas, indicating that more time was 
required for viscosity reduction and that they were able to rebuild to their original 
structure and viscosity more rapidly.  This was likely due to the greater percentage of β΄ 
crystals present in HIU treated samples.  With their smaller, needle-like structure the β΄ 
crystals have greater surface area and more effectively entrap the oil phase of the 
blends compared to untreated blends.  Untreated samples contained a higher 
percentage of β crystals that resulted in their large, bulky structure and excluded the oil 
phase from their crystalline network.  This resulted in blends with larger, harder crystals 
and lower viscosity due to the discontinuity between the oil and crystalline phases; they 
required increased time to rebuild after an applied stress was removed.  
The crystalline solid (elastic) and fluid (viscous) phases of the fats result in a 
viscoelastic material (Tang et al., 2006).  This relationship is represented by a frequency 
strain sweep, small oscillatory deformations over a frequency range, to obtain a profile 
of the samples strength and stability by measuring storage (elastic) modulus (G´), loss 
(viscous) modulus (G˝) and complex modulus (|G*|) (Buldo et al. 2012). Others have 
focused on the former two and then tan delta (G´:G˝) versus frequency (ƒ) (O’ Dwyer et 
al., 2013).  Sample characteristics represented by tan delta are solid-like (tan delta << 
1), mixed  (tan delta = 1) and liquid-like (tan delta >> 1) (Tipvarakarnkoon et al., 2008).  
The size of the fat crystals, number and interaction between fat crystals affect the 
rheology of the fat.  Additionally, while a higher solid fat content leads to higher values 
of elastic moduli (G´) in any given mixture, the nature of the liquid phase, as well as the 
crystal size, packing density, polymorphic form and crystal shape may all play a part 
(Marangoni et al., 1998).  A partially crystallized fat sample displaying the storage 
modulus (G´) greater than the loss modulus (G˝) over most of the measured frequency 
range, and reduced dependence on frequency, is a characteristic of a weak viscoelastic 
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‘‘gel’’ system (Ferry, 1980).  The rheograms in 3.20-3.23 images (A) and (C) for all 
treatments, with or without HIU indicate viscoelastic behavior.   
The rheograms for HIU treated blends SCOR 11, SCOR 12, and SCOR 14 
(Figures 3.20, 3.21 and 3.23) displayed a nearly parallel relationship between storage 
moduli and loss moduli for the duration of the applied stress while loss moduli of non-
HIU counterparts were nearly equal to storage moduli by the end of the applied stress, 
indicating that these samples were less structured and exhibiting increasingly liquid 
behavior with time.  The HIU treated blend SCOR 13 (Figure 3.22) resulted in lower 
values for the storage modulus and higher values for the loss modulus with the two 
becoming equal at the completion of the applied strain compared to the non-HIU treated 
sample.  Though this sample contains approximately 85% β΄ crystals as indicated by 
XRD analysis the areas of those peaks were small indicating a greater percentage of 
amorphous structure. The non-HIU treated sample had clearly defined β΄ and β 
polymorph peaks, supporting the idea that this sample has a stronger organized crystal 
network, reducing the fluidity of the sample.  The HIU treated blend with the highest 
amount of palm stearin, SCOR 11, had the highest values for both storage and loss 
moduli corroborating findings by Awad et al. (2004) that palm stearin has a direct 
influence on the viscoelastic behavior in lipid formulations.  
 
Conclusions 
 
Blends selected for this study had higher percentages of β΄ crystals than β 
crystals after treatment with HIU and compared to their non-HIU treated counterparts, 
but this was not the only factor involved with the structural integrety of the fats.  NLBs 
aggressively cooled quiescently had a greater % β΄ crystals than the control blend of 
equal ratios rapidly cooled with agitation.  Blend ratios of selected fats and oils affected 
solid fat index, rheology and stability of the fat at room temperature.  Additionally, SCOR 
13 and SCOR 14 displayed a higher amount of amorphous structure as indicated by 
PLM with the small β΄ crystals present but not as numerous as for blends SCOR 11 and 
SCOR 12.  The larger amount of amorphous material caused the blends to be softer 
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than desired and separation of the oil phase just above 25°C (SCOR 13 and SCOR 14), 
and to have lower melting peaks for low melting crystals (SCOR 11 and SCOR 13).  In 
NLBs, palm stearin was used to provide hardness and rice bran oil used to reduce 
brittleness.  The NLB SCOR 12 was prepared with 60% coconut oil to provide a 
significant amount of medium chain saturated fatty acids. Application of HIU resulted in 
a blend with a desireable nutritional profile, the highest low melting peak of the blends 
tested, the highest percentage of β΄ crystals without an excess of amorphous fat that 
would interfere with the cohesion of the oil with the β΄ crystals, and the ability to be 
creamed without breaking, becoming excessively soft as demonstrated by oscillatory 
rheology.  This study has demonstrated that high intensity ultrasound can affectively 
produce a trans fat free nutritional lipid blend with plastic fat functionality. 
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Figures and Tables 
 
Figures 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1.  Palm oil fractionation, crystallization (left) and filtration (right). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2.  Ultrasound probe, appearance of blend at onset of first HIU application, 27°C, (left) 
and second HIU aplication, 23-27°C, (right). 
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Figure 3.3.  Pan set-up for agressively cooled HIU treated samples.  Pan surface temperature 
at -9°C. 
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Figure 3.4.  X-ray diffraction curves of SCOR 11 10+5: (A) overlay of images B, C, and D, (B) 
without HIU, (C) HIU treated, rapidly cooled with agitation, (D) HIU treated, aggressively cooled 
quiescently.  Blend ratio of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (40:20:30:10).   Samples maintaned at 25°C 
during scan. 
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Figure 3.4.  Continued.  X-ray diffraction curves of SCOR 11 10+5: (A) overlay of images B, C, 
and D, (B) without HIU, (C) HIU treated, rapidly cooled with agitation, (D) HIU treated, 
aggressively cooled quiescently.  Blend ratio of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (40:20:30:10).   Samples 
maintaned at 25°C during scan. 
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Figure 3.5.  X-ray diffraction curves of SCOR 12 15+10: (A) overlay of images B, C, and D, (B) 
without HIU, (C) HIU treated, rapidly cooled with agitation, (D) HIU treated, aggressively cooled 
quiescently.  Blend ratio of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (20:60:20:0).  Samples maintaned at 25°C during 
scan. 
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Figure 3.5.  Continued.  X-ray diffraction curves of SCOR 12 15+10: (A) overlay of images B, C, 
and D, (B) without HIU, (C) HIU treated, rapidly cooled with agitation, (D) HIU treated, 
aggressively cooled quiescently.  Blend ratio of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (20:60:20:0).  Samples 
maintaned at 25°C during scan. 
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Figure 3.6.  X-ray diffraction curves of SCOR 13 15+10: (A) overlay of images B, C, and D, (B) 
without HIU, (C) HIU treated, rapidly cooled with agitation, (D) HIU treated, aggressively cooled 
quiescently.  Blend ratio of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (15:50:20:15).  Samples maintaned at 25°C during 
scan. 
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Figure 3.6.  Continued.  X-ray diffraction curves of SCOR 13 15+10: (A) overlay of images B, C, 
and D, (B) without HIU, (C) HIU treated, rapidly cooled with agitation, (D) HIU treated, 
aggressively cooled quiescently.  Blend ratio of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (15:50:20:15).  Samples 
maintaned at 25°C during scan. 
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Figure 3.7.  X-ray diffraction curves of SCOR 14 15+10: (A) overlay of images B, C, and D, (B) 
without HIU, (C) HIU treated, rapidly cooled with agitation, (D) HIU treated, aggressively cooled 
quiescently.  Blend ratio of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (15:55:20:10).  Samples maintaned at 25°C during 
scan. 
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Figure 3.7.  Continued.  X-ray diffraction curves of SCOR 14 15+10 (A) without HIU, (B) without 
HIU, (C) HIU treated, rapidly cooled with agitation, (D) HIU treated, aggressively cooled 
quiescently.  Blend ratio of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (15:55:20:10).  Samples maintaned at 25°C during 
scan. 
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 Figure 3.8.  X-ray diffraction curves of commercial shortening, containing an average of 76% β΄ 
crystals.   Samples maintaned at 25°C during scan. 
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Figure 3.9.  Crystal morphology of SCOR 11 10+5 (A) without HIU, (B) HIU treated, 
aggressively cooled quiescently, (C) HIU treated and rapidly cooled with agitation.  Blend ratio 
of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (40:20:30:10).  Samples maintaned at 21°C while viewing. 
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Figure 3.10.  Crystal morphology of SCOR 12 15+10 (A) without HIU, (B) HIU treated, 
aggressively cooled quiescently, (C) HIU treated and rapidly cooled with agitation.  Blend ratio 
of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (20:60:20:0).  Samples maintaned at 21°C while viewing. 
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Figure 3.11.  Crystal morphology of SCOR 13 15+10 (A) without HIU, (B) HIU treated, 
aggressively cooled quiescently, (C) HIU treated and rapidly cooled with agitation.  Blend ratio 
of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (15:50:20:15).  Samples maintaned at 21°C while viewing. 
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Figure 3.12.  Crystal morphology of SCOR 14 15+10 (A) without HIU, (B) HIU treated, 
aggressively cooled quiescently, (C) HIU treated and rapidly cooled with agitation.    Blend ratio 
of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (15:55:20:10). Samples maintaned at 21°C while viewing. 
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(A) (B)  
              
Figure 3.13.  Crystal morphology of (A) commercial shortening and (B) butter, unsalted.  
Samples maintaned at 21°C while viewing.    
 
 
 
 (A) (B)  
 (C) (D)  
 
Figure 3.14.  Melting curves and enthalpy of fusion for fractional crystallinity determination.  (A) 
overlay of PS, CO and RPO, (B) PS, (C) CO, (D) RPO. 
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Figure 3.15.  Melting curves and enthalpy of fusion for fractional crystallinity determination of 
selected SCOR blends.  (A) overlay of 11 10+5, 12 15+10, 13 15+10, commercial shortening, 
14 15+10.  Blend ratios of PS:CO:RBO:RPO in order blends are listed above: 40:20:30:10, 
20:60:20:0, 15:50:20:15, 15:55:20:10. 	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Figure 3.16.  Melting curves and enthalpy of fusion for fractional crystallinity determination of 
selected SCOR blends.  (A) 11 NH and 11 10+5 overlay, (B) 11 No HIU, (C) 11 10+5.  Blend 
ratios of PS:CO:RBO:RPO, 40:20:30:10. 
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Figure 3.17. Melting curves and enthalpy of fusion for fractional crystallinity determination of 
selected SCOR blends. (A) 12 NH and 12 15+10 overlay, (B) 12 No HIU, (C) 12 15+10.  Blend 
ratios of PS:CO:RBO:RPO, 20:60:20:0. 
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(C)  
 
 
Figure 3.18. Melting curves and enthalpy of fusion for fractional crystallinity determination of 
selected SCOR blends and commercial shortening. (A) SCOR 13 15+10, (B) SCOR 14 15+10, 
(C) commercial shortening.  Blend ratios of PS:CO:RBO:RPO in order blends are listed (A and 
B) above: 15:50:20:15, 15:55:20:10. 
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Figure 3.19. Solid fat indexes of selected blends determined by DSC.  No HIU (NH).  Blend 
ratios of PS:CO:RBO:RPO in order blends are listed on right panel above: 40:20:30:10, 
40:20:30:10, 20:60:20:0, 20:40:20:0, 15:50:20:15, 15:55:20:10.  For plastic fat functionality, SFI 
of 15-30% in a temperature range of 16-32°C is desired. 
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Figure 3.20.  SCOR 11 Frequency Strain Sweep (A and C) and Thixotropic Loop (B and D): (A 
and B) No HIU, (C and D) HIU10+5 s.  Blend ratio of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (40:20:30:10).  G’ 
(storage modulus), G’’ (loss modulus).  Both the samples displayed elastic behavior as indicated 
by G’>G’’, but the fat not treated with HIU had lower values for G’ and G’’ was sweeping upward 
indicating increasingly fluidlike behavior rather than elastic.  The thixotropic loop of (B) displayed 
a steeper initial slope and a larger total loop area, indicating more rapid loss of viscosity when 
shear was applied and a greater time dependency to rebuild its’ structure once shear was 
removed.  SCOR 11 HIU is more elastic than the non-HIU treated sample, as supported the 
results displayed in images (C) and (D). 
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Figure 3.21.  SCOR 12 Frequency Strain Sweep (A and C).  Frequency sweep from 1-100 HZ 
and Strain of 0.03%.  Thixotropic Loop (B and D): (A and B) No HIU, (C and D) HIU15+10 s.  
Blend ratio of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (20:60:20:0).  G’ (storage modulus), G’’ (loss modulus).  Both 
the samples displayed elastic behavior as indicated by G’>G’’, but the fat not treated with HIU 
had lower values for G’ and G’’ was sweeping upward indicating increasingly fluidlike behavior 
rather than elastic.  The thixotropic loop of (B) displayed a steeper initial slope and a larger total 
loop area, indicating more rapid loss of viscosity when shear was applied and a greater time 
dependency to rebuild its’ structure once shear was removed.  SCOR 12 HIU is more elastic 
than the non-HIU treated sample, as supported the results displayed in images (C) and (D). 
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Figure 3.22.  SCOR 13 Frequency Strain Sweep (A and C).  Frequency sweep from 1-100 HZ 
and Strain of 0.03%.  Thixotropic Loop (B and D): (A and B) No HIU, (C and D) HIU15+10 s.  
Blend ratio of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (15:50:20:15).  G’ (storage modulus), G’’ (loss modulus).  Both 
the samples displayed elastic behavior as indicated by G’>G’’, but compared to SCOR 11 and 
SCOR 12, this sample has lower values for G’ and G’’ was sweeping upward indicating 
increasingly fluidlike behavior rather than elastic for both the HIU non-treated (A) and treated (C) 
samples.  The thixotropic loop for both (B) and (D) displayed similar curves indicating no 
apparent difference in their abilites to remain elastic during shear stress or in the time required 
to rebuild.  
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Figure 3.23.  SCOR 14 Frequency Strain Sweep (A and C).  Frequency sweep from 1-100 HZ 
and Strain of 0.03%.  Thixotropic Loop (B and D): (A and B) No HIU, (C and D) HIU15+10 s.  
Blend ratio of PS:CO:RBO:RPO (15:55:20:10).  G’ (storage modulus), G’’ (loss modulus).  Both 
the samples displayed elastic behavior as indicated by G’>G’’, but the fat not treated with HIU 
had lower values for G’ and G’’ was sweeping upward indicating increasingly fluidlike behavior 
rather than elastic.  While the initial slope for (B) and (D) are not different, the concave dip in the 
non-HIU treated fat (B) indicates a rapid loss of viscosity, either from time-shear dependent loss 
of structure or from wall slip.  Both samples rebuilt quickly upon removal of shear stress.  
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Tables 
 
Table 3.1.  % Polymorphic form of selected nutritional lipid blends. 
 
Blend1 
HIU 
treatment 
Cooling 
method2 % β΄ form
3 % β form3 
SCOR 11 None ACQ 46.24±1.77 53.76±1.77 
(40:20:30:10) 15s RCA 59.64±1.91 40.36±1.91 
 10+5s RCA 56.53±1.41 43.47±1.41 
 
10+5s ACQ 73.84±0.92 26.16±0.92 
  15+10s ACQ 34.83±2.04 65.17±2.04 
SCOR 12 None ACQ 65.92±3.71 34.08±3.71 
(20:60:20:0) 15s RCA 58.36±1.1 41.64±1.1 
 
10+5s ACQ 84.03±5.1 35.97±5.1 
 
15+10s RCA 88.01±2.97 11.99±2.97 
  15+10s ACQ 93.71±1.55 6.29±1.55 
SCOR 13 None ACQ 41.87±1.91 57.88±1.91 
(15:50:20:15) 15s RCA 67.17±5.54 32.83±5.54 
 
15+10s RCA 61.57±1.47 38.43±1.47 
  15+10s ACQ 84.35±1.18 15.65±1.18 
SCOR 14 None ACQ 0.00±0.00 100.00±0.00 
(15:55:20:10) 15s RCA 56.4±4.53 43.6±4.53 
 
15+10s RCA 61.70±5.29 38.30±5.29 
  15+10s ACQ 89.44±4.40 10.57±4.40 
Commercial 
Shortening None None 75.7±1.19 24.3±1.19 
 
1Blend ratios listed in parentheses in order of PS:CO:RBO:PO. 
2ACQ = aggressively cooled quiescently; RCA = rapidly cooled with agitation.   
3Percent crystal polymorphs ± SEM, of selected blends based on XRD analysis.   
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Table 3.2.  Fatty acid composition of selected nutritional lipid blends. 
	   	  
Blend Ratio Fat/Oil1 
	  
	    
40:20:30:10 20:60:20:0 15:50:20:15 15:55:20:10 
 
	  
Fatty Acid           
FAME (% composition)2 
	  
SCOR 11       
No HIU 
SCOR 11       
10+5s 
SCOR 12        
No HIU 
SCOR 12       
15+10 
SCOR 13         
No HIU 
SCOR 13       
15+10 
SCOR 14        
No HIU 
SCOR 14       
15+10 
Commercial 
Shortening 
	  
C8:0 1.78±0.23 1.66±0.36 4.02±0.38 3.31±0.47 3.85±0.14 3.31±0.95 3.21±0.08 2.96±0.21 ND 
	  
C10:0 1.64±0.38 1.68±0.30 4.15±0.24 3.98±0.02 3.90±0.02 3.65±0.33 3.47±0.06 3.46±0.12 ND 
	  
C12:0 13.47±2.69 13.85±1.41 30.07±4.89 33.52±3.19 30.20±0.83 30.54±0.72 28.17±3.42 31.07±0.05 ND 
	  
C14:0 5.90±0.38 5.93±0.08 15.57±1.43 14.44±0.64 12.21±0.28 11.99±0.18 13.64±0.40 13.23±0.00 ND 
	  
C16:0 32.89±1.10 32.85±0.19 19.35±1.69 19.77±1.34 20.50±0.17 20.89±0.81 20.87±0.86 20.18±0.71 12.24±5.54 
	  
C18:0 3.22±0.48 3.15±0.37 2.67±0.15 2.81±0.18 2.48±0.10 2.37±0.15 2.57±0.02 2.40±0.17 9.37±1.24 
	  
C18:1 27.78±1.58 27.72±1.46 15.88±1.65 15.61±2.51 18.45±0.19 18.68±0.62 19.06±1.57 18.24±0.19 19.07±1.36 
	  
C18:2 12.12±0.63 12.05±0.53 7.57±0.56 7.64±1.04 7.81±0.16 7.70±0.14 8.19±0.68 7.51±0.20 52.03±4.10 
	  
C18:3 0.49±0.13 0.42±0.01 0.22±0.00 0.22±0.02 0.24±0.00 0.23±0.00 0.22±0.01 0.21±0.02 6.81±0.54 
	  
Saturation Ratio3 
	  
% USFA 40.64 40.47 23.89 23.68 26.86 27.15 26.16 26.18 74.41 
	  
% SFA 59.36 59.53 77.75 76.32 73.14 72.85 73.84 73.82 25.59 
	  
USFA:SFA 0.68 0.68 0.31 0.31 0.37 0.37 0.35 0.35 2.91 
	  
Chain Length ratio3 
	  
% MCFA 22.79 23.12 53.81 55.25 50.16 49.49 50.52 50.78 0.00 
	  
% LCFA 77.21 76.88 46.19 44.75 49.84 50.51 49.48 49.22 100.00 
	  
MCFA:LCFA 0.3 0.3 1.15 1.23 1.01 0.98 1.02 1.03 0.00 
 
1Blend ratios in order of PS:CO:RBO:RPO. 
2FAME composition as determined by gas chromatography (% FA±SEM).   
3Unsaturated fatty acid (USFA), saturated fatty acid (SFA), medium chain fatty acid (MCFA), 
long chain fatty acid (LCFA). 
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Table 3.3.  Calculated iodine values of fats/oils used in blend preparations and selected blends.   
 
Fats and Oils1 Iodine Value  
(g I2/ 100 g sample) 
Palm stearin 37 
Coconut oil 9 
Rice bran oil 93 
Red palm oil 56 
SCOR 11 10+5 48 
SCOR 12 15+10 29 
SCOR 13 15+10 31 
SCOR 14 15+10 31 
 
1Blend ratios of PS:CO:RBO:RPO are: SCOR 11 10+5 (40:20:30:10), SCOR 12 15+10 
(20:40:20:0), SCOR 13 15+10 (15:50:20:15), SCOR 14 15+10 (15:55:20:10). 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.4.  Differential scanning calorimeter melting peaks of selected nutritional lipid blends. 
 
Blend1 
Low melting  
peak (°C)2 
High melting  
peak (°C)2 
SCOR 11 NH 14.35±0.09 47.45±0.91 
SCOR 11 10+5 13.80±0.78 47.69±0.23 
SCOR 12 NH 17.77±1.29 42.70±1.24 
SCOR 12 15+10 19.61±1.12 41.87±0.22 
SCOR 13 15+10 17.39±0.88 40.96±0.24 
SCOR 14 15+10 20.26±0.24 40.77±0.18 
CS -26.34±0.34 47.09±0.15 
 
1Blend ratios of PS:CO:RBO:RPO are: SCOR 11 NH and 11 10+5 (40:20:30:10), SCOR 12 NH 
and 12 15+10 (20:60:20:0), SCOR 13 15+10 (15:50:20:15), SCOR 14 15+10 (15:55:20:10), 
commercial shortening (CS). 
2Mean DSC melting peaks (± SEM) of selected blends.  
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Table 3.5.  Solid fat indexes of selected blends and commercial shortening. 
 
Temp	  
°C	  
Sample	  (%	  Solid	  Fat	  Index)1	  
11	  NH	   11	  10+5	   12	  NH	   12	  15+10	   13	  15+10	   14	  15+10	   CS	  
-­‐35	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   100±0	  
-­‐30	   	  	   	  	   100±0	   100±0	   100±0	   100±0	   90±0.19	  
-­‐25	   100±0	   	  	   99±0.07	   99±0.20	   99±0.62	   99±0.02	   74±1.98	  
-­‐15	   99±0.05	   100±0	   96±0.03	   96±0.72	   96±0.31	   95±0.03	   50±1.27	  
-­‐5	   92±0.27	   96±1.27	   88±1.35	   89±0.46	   84±0.81	   86±0.01	   34±1.36	  
5	   62±0.72	   72±1.02	   76±0.70	   78±0.34	   69±0.90	   74±0.01	   27±1.26	  
15	   33±0.87	   46±2.98	   55±0.49	   53±0.75	   44±1.02	   50±0.07	   26±1.02	  
25	   30±1.96	   37±1.55	   12±1.41	   10±0.73	   9±0.57	   8±0.08	   25±0.90	  
35	   27±0.98	   34±1.26	   0.0±0	   7±0.19	   6±0.47	   3±0.02	   24±0.72	  
45	   11±0.61	   20±1.34	   	  	   0.0±0	   0.0±0	   0.0±0	   13±1.01	  
50	   0.0±0	   0.0±0	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   0.0±0	  
 
1Mean solid fat indexes (± SEM) of selected blends as determined by DSC.  SCOR blend ratios 
of PS:CO:RBO:RPO are: 11 NH and 11 10+5 (40:20:30:10), 12 NH and 12 15+10 (20:60:20:0), 
13 15+10 (15:50:20:15), 14 15+10 (15:55:20:10). 
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Chapter 4: Antioxidant Activity and Functionality of High Intensity Ultrasound 
Treated Trans Free Nutritional Lipid	  Blends 
 
Abstract 
 
Trans fat free nutritional lipid blends (NLBs) were made by combining palm 
stearin, coconut oil, and rice bran oil and treating with high intensity ultrasound to 
promote formation of the desired β΄ polymorph for plastic fat functionality. 
Performance/functionality of NLBs was evaluated by preparation of an orange-coconut 
flavored cookie.  Physical measurements of cookie width (W), thickness (T), spread 
ratio (W/T) and force to breaking point were compared to those of cookies prepared with 
butter or commercial shortening (CS).  A consumer sensory panel performed a three 
stage sensory evaluation of the cookies rating overall likeability, overall likeability after 
reading nutritional literature about each of the fats used in the cookie formulations, and 
completion of a check-all-that-apply (CATA) ballot.  Cookies prepared with the NLB had 
the same width as cookies prepared with commercial shortening, the plastic fat 
standard, but were thicker giving a different spread ratio.  The NLB and CS cookies had 
the same breaking force, indicating that the NLB performed as well or better than CS.  
Cookie acceptance ranked butter first, CS second and NLB third, but after nutritional 
information was provided NLB moved to second and CS to third.  This indicates that 
consumer education has a significant impact on product acceptance.  All cookie 
formulations received high approval ratings for moistness, chewiness, and pleasant 
color.  The CS was considered the greasiest and the NLB was least sweet.  Due to the 
high amount of endogenous antioxidants in the plant lipids used to make the NLB the 
DPPH radical scavenging assay was used to determine antioxidant capacity.  The NLB 
had greater antioxidant capacity than the weighted total of the individual plant fats and 
oils used to make the blend, indicating a possible synergistic effect of the combined 
antioxidants.  
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Introduction 
 
In bakery products lipids provide increased moisture, tenderness, and lubrication.  
This facilitates ease of chewing and swallowing, sealing of holes in dough to help trap 
leavening gases and stabilizing air cells while enhancing machinability of the dough in 
commercial operations (Given, 1994; O’Brien, 2005).  Cakes, muffins, and doughnuts 
remain tender due to the fat physically interfering with the ability of glutenin and gliadin 
proteins within the flour to complex in the presence of water to form gluten, the main 
elastic structural component in bakery products.  Additionally, fats help retain moisture 
due to their extremely slow rate of evaporation, and thereby increase product shelf life. 
The smooth firmness of plastic fats permits them to become aerated during beating and 
creaming steps leading to increased final product volume.   
The term “trans fat” refers to fatty acids with one or more double bonds in the 
trans-configuration rather than the more common cis-configuration.  While trans fats are 
found in small quantities in meat and dairy products, most are formed during partial 
hydrogenation of vegetable oils.  The discovery that manufactured trans fats are at least 
as harmful to human health as a diet rich in saturated fats fueled legislation from the 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) resulting in an amendment to the Nutritional 
Labeling and Education Act requiring trans fat to be listed on nutrient labels, effective 
January 1, 2006 (U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2005). With this ruling came the 
urgent need for shortening manufacturers and commercial shortening users to develop 
trans fat free alternatives or reformulate their products to contain trans fat free 
shortenings, to significantly reduce the amount of trans fats in their formulation, or to 
eliminate them completely.     
Trans fatty acids (TFA), also called trans fat, are manufactured during 
hydrogenation of vegetable oils and by biohydrogenation during fermentation by 
bacteria in ruminant animals (Destaillats et al., 2005).  Partial hydrogenation converts oil 
to a plastic fat, a fat that is pliable over a broad range of temperatures and preferred for 
many baking applications.  Additionally, hydrogenation increases the melting point and 
reduces oxidative rancidity.  The manufactured TFA (elaidic acid (18:1)), the trans 
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isomer of oleic acid, has been associated with increased LDL cholesterol and 
decreased HDL cholesterol, and increased incidence of obesity, diabetes and coronary 
artery disease (Aldai, et al., 2013).  Partially hydrogenated oils (PHO) containing as 
much as 20-40% TFAs are used by the baking industry (Reddy et al., 2001).  Trans fatty 
acids, despite being unsaturated, behave like saturated fatty acids due to their linear 
structure, as opposed to the bent structure of cis-fatty acids, the predominate 
hydrocarbon conformation for unsaturated fatty acids. Their linearity permits trans fatty 
acids to behave like saturated fatty acids in food systems where use of oil would 
produce undesirable product attributes.   
For plastic fats the beta prime polymorph (β΄) is the predominant crystal form, 
since this provides better plastic attributes; the finer needle-like structure of these fat 
crystals creates greater surface area that binds more of the liquid (oil) phase keeping it 
pliable over a broad temperature range and making it more effective at trapping air 
during the creaming stage of baking applications (Mayamol et al., 2004).  The beta (β) 
crystals are large and pack tightly, excluding the liquid phase, yielding a lipid system 
where the fat crystals and oil are unable to create a cohesive system (Kellens et al. 
1992; O’Brien, 2005).  
Fats that display plasticity are pliable over a broad range of temperatures, while 
non-plastic fats are hard and brittle when chilled and soft and fluid or semi-fluid at room 
temperature.  Plastic fats are best for products that have a creaming step (beating of the 
lipid with crystalline sugar), like cookies and cakes.  The plastic nature of the fat permits 
air, whipped into it during product preparation, to be trapped and contribute to leavening 
of the baked product.  In a cookie application, a fat that does not bind the liquid phase 
tightly will increase spread while a fat with too high solid fat content will impart an oily 
mouthfeel (Jacob et al., 2007).   
Oxidative stability of unsaturated lipids is of great concern when they are held for 
long periods of storage.  Avoidance of light and heat exposure is helpful to minimize 
oxidation, but synthetic or natural antioxidants are often added to the product to extend 
shelf life.  Research on the benefits of endogenous antioxidants in unsaturated lipid 
sources has supported the hypothesis that they extend the useful life of the product  
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(Kochhar, 2000). Additionally, there have been numerous publications examining the 
synergistic effect of different types of antioxidants in food systems (Frankel, 1996; 
Murakami et al., 2003; Bickford et al., 2006).  Vegetable sources of fats and oils 
selected for this research have a variety of commonly occurring natural antioxidants.  
Antioxidants are compounds added or naturally present in food, such as vitamin E 
(tocotrienols and tocopherols) and carotenoids (α- and β-carotene), that prevent lipid 
rancidity and may have health benefits once consumed.	  	   
Rice bran oil contains significant levels (approximately 500 ppm) of tocotrienols, 
and of similar structure the tocopherols; both groups are forms of vitamin E and 
powerful natural antioxidants (Sharif et al., 2014).  Additionally, RBO is naturally high in 
gamma-oryzanol and phytosterols (Rukmini, 1988).  Palm stearin is naturally high in 
carotenoids and like rice bran oil, palm stearin and coconut oil contain tocopherols and 
tocotrienols.  These antioxidants may provide additional shelf stability and potential 
health benefits against reactive oxygen species (ROS) in bakery foods that are 
prepared as partial or full fat formulations.  Gamma-oryzanol belongs to a group of 
sterol ferulate esters of triterpene alcohols and phytosterols (Sharif et al., 2014).  
Whether added as an isolated dietary component or consumed via RBO the protective 
benefits of this potent antioxidant in prevention of cardiovascular disease (Cicero et al., 
2001; Xu et al., 2001; Patel et al., 2004; Stoggl et al., 2005; Lichtenstein et al., 2009; 
Sharif et al., 2014), and some forms of cancer (Shih et al., 2011) have been widely 
publicized.  Kochhar (2000) has demonstrated sterol ferulates (oryzanol) to have a 
significant synergistic effect with tocopherols.  Palm oil that has not been refined, 
bleached or deodorized has been shown by Szydlowska-Czerniak et al. (2011) to have 
higher antioxidant capacity, determined by 1,1-diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) and 
ferric reducing antioxidant power (FRAP), compared to palm oil samples that had 
undergone various degrees of refining.  Electron transfer-based assays, such as DPPH, 
measure the reducing capacity of antioxidants and research papers has demonstrated 
strong correlation between total phenolics and antioxidant capacity (Huang et al., 2005). 
DPPH is a spectrophotometric technique that is relatively simple and precise, and is a 
convenient single electron transfer (ET) based assay (Huang et al., 2005).  ET-based 
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assays involve one redox reaction with the oxidant (probe) as the reaction endpoint 
indicator (gains an electron from the antioxidant resulting in a color change) and are 
designed to measure radical scavenging capacity.  The DPPH radical scavenging 
activity assay has been used to evaluate total antioxidant capacity of gamma-oryzanol, 
tocotrienols and tocopherols (Kochhar, 2000), and α- and β-carotene (Gupta et al., 
2013).  Antioxidant capacity is determined by the scavenging activity of the stable DPPH 
free radical.  The radical scavenging activity is expressed as the inhibition percentage, 
calculated by Equation 4.1: 
 
% Radical scavenging activity  =  [A0 – A1/ A0] x 100,   Equation 4.1 
 
 
where A0  is the absorbance of the control and A1  is the absorbance of the sample. 
Color change intensity is proportional to the antioxidant concentration and the reaction 
has gone to completion when the color change terminates (Huang et al., 2005).  
The objectives of this study were to determine if a high intensity ultrasound HIU 
treated NLB would demonstrate plastic fat functionality in a baking application, a cookie, 
and produce a product acceptable to consumers.  Physical attributes of NLB cookies 
were compared with those of cookies made using common household fats, butter and 
commercial shortening.  Overall likeability of the NLB was determined using consumer 
testing to evaluate the contribution of the NLB to prepared cookies; attributes evaluated 
included flavor, texture, color, and presence or absence of aftertaste.  Additionally, the 
study sought to determine if endogenous antioxidants in the NLB would behave 
additively, synergistically, or antagonistically. 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Cookie Ingredients and Preparation 
Ingredients were brought to room temperature.  The dry ingredients, 96.0 g 
unbleached all-purpose flour (Gold Medal, General Mills, Minneapolis, MN, USA), 0.8 g 
baking powder (Rumford, Clabber Girl Corp, Terre Haute, IL, USA), 1.7g baking soda 
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(Arm & Hammer®, Princeton, NJ, USA) were whisked together in a small bowl and set 
aside.  Using a Kitchenaid® hand mixer on high power 28 g unsalted butter (Land 
O’Lakes, Inc, Saint Paul, MN, USA) and 28 g fat (one of the following: butter, 
commercial shortening, or one of three NLBs: SCOR 11 10+5, SCOR 12 15+10, SCOR 
14 15+10) were beat for 30 s.  To this 50.0g dark brown sugar (C&H® Sugar 
Company,Crockett, CA, USA) were added and beaten on high for 30 s.  Whole eggs 
were beaten until homogenous and 10.0 g added to the butter-sugar mixture with 1.5 g 
orange extract (Zenobia Company LLC, Bronx, NY, USA), 1.5 g vanilla extract 
(McCormick & Co. Inc.,Hunt Valley, MD, USA), 1.0 g coconut extract (McCormick & Co. 
Inc.,Hunt Valley, MD, USA)  and 15.0 g Minute Maid® orange juice from concentrate 
(Coca-Cola Company, Sugar Land, TX, USA) and beat on high for 1 min, stopping to 
scrape down the sides of the bowl after 30 s.  Fat mixtures were chilled overnight then 
brought to 21°C and beat for one minute before stirring in the flour mixture in two 
aliquots.  The dough was portioned using a small scoop onto parchment paper lined 
cookies sheets; dough weights were 14.2-14.6 g.  Cookies were baked at 190°C 
(375°F) in the top half of the oven for 4 min and then rotated 180° and baked two 
additional min.  The cookies cooled on the hot pans for two min then the parchment was 
slid onto a granite counter-top to cool cookies completely before evaluation. 
 
Determination of Cookie Dimensional and Textural Properties 
Width, Thickness and Spread Ratio 
Cookies cooled for 1 hr were placed in rows of 4, touching edge to edge, and the 
width measured using calipers (Figure 4.1).  Cookies were each rotated 90° 
counterclockwise and width measured again; average width was recorded.  Each set of 
4 cookies was stacked and thickness measured using calipers.  Each cookie in the 
stack was rotated 90° in opposite directions starting at the top of the stack, restacked 
and the thickness remeasured; average thickness was recorded.  Spread ratio was 
calculated as width divided by thickness. 
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Texture Analysis 
Fracture strength of each set of 4 cookies was measured using a Stable Micro 
Systems TA-XT2 texture analyzer fitted with a 4 mm blade with a guillotine edge (Figure 
4.2).  The distance from the top of the cookie was 40 mm, the blade was brought down 
at a rate of 2.0 mm/s and the test speed was 1.0 mm/s with compression distance of 
80%.  The peak force to breakpoint was recorded in Newtons as fracture strength. 
 
Sensory Evaluation of Cookies 
In a college study lounge, 104 students, faculty and staff (31 male, 73 female) 
aged 18 to 60 years were alternately placed in one of two groups at check-in.  Each 
participant was asked to evaluate 3 cookies identified by random 3-digit code numbers, 
one from each fat treatment, for overall likeability using a 9-point hedonic scale with 
anchors of dislike extremely and like extremely (Appendix A).  Consumers were 
instructed to evaluate the samples in the order presented and swish and swallow with 
room temperature carbonated water between samples.  Upon returning their ballot they 
were provided with three more cookies, one from each treatment labeled with different 
random 3-digit codes than the first set received.  Participants were instructed to read the 
nutrition information provided with each cookie before evaluation of overall likeability 
using a 9-point hedonic scale with anchors of dislike extremely and like extremely , 
evaluate the samples in the order presented and swish and swallow with room 
temperature carbonated water between samples. Upon completion of this evaluation 
they were asked to resample the same cookies in the order provided, complete a CATA 
(check all that apply) ballot, then swish and swallow with room temperature carbonated 
water between samples.  Each group received a CATA ballot with descriptors in 
different randomized orders (Appendix B).  Instruction given to participants was: ‘‘Check 
all the terms that best describe the cookie.”  The terms were: moist, dry, chewy, 
crunchy, hard, soft, sweet, not very sweet, pleasant aftertaste, unpleasant aftertaste, 
greasy, not very greasy, pleasant color, unpleasant color.  Samples could be tasted 
more than once. 
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Determination of Antioxidant Capacity by DPPH Assay  
1,1-Diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA).  
A standard curve was prepared with using 0-80 µM, at 10 µM intervals, of ascorbic acid 
solution in 100% MeOH.  Samples treatments were prepared using 25 µl, 50 µl,100 µl, 
200 µl, and 300 µl of lipid sample in 100% MeOH to a final volume of 1900 µl.  No 
antioxidant extraction was performed in order to evaluate the antioxidant capacity of 
endogenous antioxidants in their native form.  Radical scavenging was initiated by 
addition of 100 µl of 2 mM DPPH in 100% MeOH for a final volume of 2 ml.  Samples 
were vortexed several times during the assay to ensure full exposure of the antioxidants 
in the oils to the DPPH radical.  Addition of DPPH to each tube was spaced two minutes 
apart and the absorbance of each sample was recorded after 30 minutes at 517 nm, 
using 100% MeOH as the blank.  The DPPH concentration was selected to provide a 
reasonable standard curve in the optimal detectable range for the spectrophotometer 
(Deng et al., 2011).  All work was conducted under low light and at room temperature 
(23-25°C) with exception of palm stearin (PS) and red palm oil (RPO) samples that were 
warmed on a dry block for the first 10 min of the reaction to keep the fat in a liquid state.  
During the last 5 min of the reaction the PS, RPO, and SCOR 12 blends were 
centrifuged for two min at room temperature to remove solids before reading the 
absorbance.  Working solutions and reactive samples were wrapped in foil.  Antioxidant 
activity was calculated using equation 3.2. 
 
 
% Radical Scavenging Activity = !!!!!!! 𝑥  100     Equation 3.2 
 
where A0 is the absorbance of the control and A1 is the absorbance of the sample. 
 
Statistical Analysis 
 Cookie analysis measurements were performed on eight groups of four cookies 
for each fat treatment.  Cookie spread ratio and breaking force with different alphabet 
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letter indicates significant difference at p≤0.05 as determined by two-way analysis of 
variance and post hoc Tukey’s HSD.   
Hedonic rating of cookies was evaluated by 102 consumers.  The mean 'liking' 
scores for cookies prepared with each fat were analyzed by one-way analysis of 
variance.  When analysis gave a significant F value (p < 0.05), mean differences were 
evaluated using a Dunnett’s test and different superscript letters indicate significant 
differences.  The mean 'liking' scores of the same fat in Part 1 versus Part 2 were 
compared using a paired t-test, and statistical differences (p≤0.0005) are indicated by 
an asterisk.   
Percent Radical scavenging activity (%RSA) values of same concentrations of 
sample were determined by one-way analysis of variance.  When analysis gave a 
significant F value (p < 0.05), mean differences were evaluated using a Dunnett’s test 
and same concentrations with different superscript letters indicate significant 
differences. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Width, Thickness and Spread Ratio and Texture 
To measure plastic fat functionality, selected NLBs were used in a cookie formulation 
and compared with performance of butter or commercial shortening (CS).  Cookies 
prepared with NLB SCOR 12 15+10 and CS were not significantly different for cookie 
width, each with the largest diameter of the 5 treatments (Table 4.1).  Cookies made 
with NLB SCOR 11 10+5 had the smallest width but were not considered different from 
the NLB SCOR 14 15+10 cookies; However, they were significantly different than the 
cookies made with butter.  SCOR 14 15+10 cookies also were not significantly different 
from those made with butter.  Cookie thickness SCOR 14 15+10 and SCOR 11 10+5 
had the greatest thickness and were not significantly different.  Those made with SCOR 
12 15+10 and butter performed the same and those made with CS were the thinnest.  
Spread ratio (W/T) was different for cookies made with CS, butter and SCOR 12 15+10 
and the same for those made with SCOR 11 10+5 and SCOR 14 15+10.  CS is the 
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standard for the performance of a plastic fat.  Spread ratio would imply that none of the 
NLBs performed as well as CS but upon closer inspection of the data SCOR 12 15+10 
outperformed CS.  While the NLB cookie had the same width it had greater height 
indicating greater effectiveness at trapping leavening gases and interference of gluten 
development.  Additionally, breaking force was not significantly different between the 
two treatments supporting that NLB SCOR 12 15+10 had plastic fat functionality. 	  
 
Sensory Evaluation  
Producing a plastic fat is important for many baking applications but if the product 
is undesirable to the consumer it is useless.  Cookies prepared with 50/50 blends of 
butter: butter, butter: CS, or butter: NLB SCOR 12 15+10 were evaluated by 102 
consumers (sample ballot, Appendix A.1) using Hedonic rating system for overall 
likeability.  After the first evaluation, hedonic ratings (scale 1-9) indicated the all butter 
treatment received the highest approval, though modest, with a mean liking of 6.77, CS 
of 6.56 and the NLB of 5.52 (Figure 4.4, Table 4.2).  Ballot 1 analyses between the 
butter, CS and NLB cookie ratings were significantly different from each other.   
After reading nutritional information about each of the fats and then evaluating 
the cookies a second time the overall liking of the NLB significantly increased from the 
first tasting of the NLB cookie without nutritional literature, while the rating of the CS 
cookie significantly decreased.  Overall liking of cookies made with butter remained 
highest and did not change.  Ballot 2 analyses between the butter, CS and NLB cookie 
ratings remained significantly different from each other.  These results demonstrate that 
consumer education is an important factor when introducing a new product that is 
obviously different from traditional products/ingredients.  This supports findings by Kim 
et al., 2015) that functional information positively affected consumer acceptability and 
purchase intentions.   
 To further explore perceived differences between the fat contributions to cookie 
attributes the consumers also completed a check-all-that-applies (CATA) questionnaire 
(sample ballot, Appendix A.2).  Many attributes like softness, moistness, chewiness, 
and not very greasy were not different between the butter and NLB cookies (Figure 4.5, 
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Table 4.3).  The NLB cookie received higher indications for unpleasant aftertaste (30%) 
versus only 10% for butter and 21% for CS.  Conversely, 41% of consumers considered 
the NLB cookie to have a pleasant aftertaste, CS received 45% positive and butter 
received 63%.  Additionally, 67% of consumers found the orange color of the NLB 
cookie to be pleasant.  The butter:NLB cookies were deeper orange than the 
butter:butter and butter:CS due to carotenoid pigments in the NLB contributed by the 
palm stearin (Figure 4.3).  Though the nutritional literature explained the orange color 
and the potential health benefits from carotenoid consumption, 15% of tasters ranked it 
unpleasant.   Butter and NLB cookies were significantly less dry that the CS cookie; 
11%, 22%, and 40% of consumers indicated dry, while 77%, 65% and 57% indicated 
moist, respectively.   
 
Antioxidant Capacity by DPPH 
Antioxidants such as tocopherols, tocotrienols, carotenoids and gamma-oryzanol have 
been well documented to impart resistance to thermal oxidation and oil deterioration 
thereby increasing thermal stability of oils in food system (McCaskill et al., 1999; 
Semwal et al., 2001; Gopala, 2002; Gopala et al., 2005; Debnath et al., 2012).  The 
DPPH radical scavenging activity of the NLB SCOR 12 and the individual fats used in 
the blend preparation are presented in Figure 4.6 and Table 4.4.  The NLB SCOR 12 
15+10 was compared with SCOR 12 NH.  At the highest sample concentration SCOR 
12 NH had significantly higher antioxidant capacity; however, with decreasing 
concentrations, radical scavenging activity was not different.  High intensity ultrasound 
thus did not significantly reduce the antioxidant capacity of the NLB.  Additionally, 
calculating the weighted antioxidant capacity of the individual oils to compare with the 
NLBs at 42.5 mg/ml concentration, the NLBs had a significantly higher %RSA than the 
individual oils; 30% weighted RSA of individual oils versus 48% RSA SCOR 12 15+10 
and SCOR 12NH.  At sample concentration of 85.0 mg/ml, the weighted %RSA of 
individual oils was 51% compared to SCOR 12 15+10 (68% RSA) and SCOR 12NH 
(71% RSA). There has been extensive research addressing the consumption of natural 
food antioxidants (phytochemicals), demonstrating them to have complex interactions in 
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biological systems resulting in additive, synergistic and even antagonistic effects 
depending on concentration and mode of action (Murakami et al., 2003).  The radical 
scavenging activity of the NLB SCOR 12 15+10 was 1.3-1.6 times higher than the 
weighted RSA of the individual oils used in the preparation of the NLB and this supports 
the possibility of a synergistic effect.   
 
Conclusions 
 
The nutritional lipid blend treated with high intensity ultrasound to promote 
formation of the β΄ polymorphic form that is most desired for plastic fat functionality 
demonstrated in a cookie formulation to behave as a plastic fat, controlling spread and 
providing adequate aeration to the product.  Additionally, it provided enough tenderness 
without creating a brittle mealy product, with a breaking force equivalent to commercial 
shortening.  Overall, the cookie was accepted by consumers, but more so after being 
provided with the nutritional literature regarding the healthful components of the fat 
blend, the endogenous antioxidants and the high percentage of medium and short chain 
fatty acids.  Many consumers indicated the orange coloration due to the presence of 
endogenous carotenoid pigments provided a pleasant color to the cookie.  Additionally, 
there was agreement that the cookie was soft and moist without significant indication of 
greasiness.  Evaluation of the antioxidant capacity indicates a possible synergistic effect 
of the antioxidants provided by the blend of oils, justifying calling this a nutritional lipid 
blend. 	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Figures and Tables 
 
Figures 
 
 
Figure 4.1.  Calipers used to measure stack height/thickness (left) and cookie width (right). 
 
 
Figure 4.2.  Texture Analyzer with guillotine blade used to measure force to breaking. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3.  Appearance of cookies prepared with 50:50 mixture of butter:butter (left), 
NLB:butter (center), and CS:butter (right).  NLB (nutritional lipid blend), CS (commercial 
shortening). 	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Figure 4.4.  Consumer (n=102) acceptance of cookies prepared with different fats (butter, 
commercial shortening, or nutritional lipid blend (NLB)) before (overall liking - Ballot 1) and after 
(overall liking - Ballot 2) receiving nutritional information about each fat.  
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Figure 4.5.  CATA ballot characteristics of cookies prepared with butter, nutritional lipid blend 
(NLB) or commercial shortening (CS).  Bar graph displays percent of consumers that selected 
each attribute (n=102). 
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Figure 4.6.  1,1-diphenyl-2-Pycrylhydrazyl (DPPH) radical scavenging activity.  SCOR 12 HIU 
(12 HIU), SCOR 12 no HIU (12 NH), coconut oil (CO), rice bran oil (RBO), palm stearin (PS), 
red palm oil (RPO), and weighted total (WT) equivalent to SCOR 12 blend.   
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Tables 
 
Table 4.1.  Physical characteristics of cookies prepared with various lipids.  
 
	  
Blend1 
Width2 
(mm) 
Thickness2 
(mm) 
Spread 
Ratio2 (W/T) 
Breaking 
Force2 (N) 
	  
SCOR 11 
10+5 250.92d ± 0.81  113.51a ± 0.56 2.21d ± 0.02 25.07ab ± 1.73 
	  
SCOR 12  
15+10 264.00a ± 4.41  109.33b ± 1.36 2.41b ± 0.04 28.76a ± 4.03 
	  
SCOR 14  
15+10 253.62cd ± 2.58  113.19a ± 1.11 2.24d ± 0.04 20.03cb ± 2.94 
	  
CS 262.62a ± 1.13  103.84c ± 0.50 2.53a ± 0.02 27.57a ± 1.86 
	  
Butter 255.54bc ± 1.62  109.25b ± 0.79 2.34c ± 0.03 20.27cb ± 4.55 
 
1Blend ratios of PS:CO:RBO:RPO in the order blends are listed from top to bottom: 40:20:30:10, 
20:40:20:0,15:55:20:10.  CS = commercial shortening, W/T = width/thickness. 
2Means with different superscripts in columns indicate significant difference.  Data are 
expressed as means ± standard deviation.   
 
 
 
 
Table 4.2.  Hedonic ranking of cookies prepared with different fats. 
 
Fat	  
Average	  
Liking	  
Score	  
Average	  
Liking	  
Score	  
Butter	   6.77a	   6.75a	  
CS	   6.56b	   5.93c	  
NLB	   5.52d	   6.01e	  
 
Consumer acceptance of cookies (n=102/treatment) prepared with different fats (butter, 
commercial shortening, or a nutritional lipid blend (NLB)) before (Part 1) and after (Part 2) 
providing nutrition information.  
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Table 4.3.  Check-all-that-apply (CATA) evaluation of cookies. 
Attribute 
Consumer Selection of Attribute (%) 
Butter NLB CS 
Soft 97.1 95.1 80.4 
Hard 0.0 0.0 2.9 
Moist 76.5 64.7 56.9 
Dry 10.8 21.6 40.2 
Chewy 45.1 43.1 50.0 
Crunchy 1.0 0.0 2.0 
Greasy 20.6 21.6 26.5 
Not very greasy 46.1 41.2 35.3 
Pleasant color 74.5 66.7 72.5 
Unpleasant color 8.8 14.7 5.9 
Pleasant aftertaste 62.7 41.2 45.1 
Unpleasant aftertaste 10.8 30.4 21.6 
Sweet 64.7 50.0 56.9 
Not very sweet 20.6 33.3 31.4 
 
Check-all-that-apply (CATA) evaluation of cookies prepared with nutritional lipid blend (NLB), 
commercial shortening (CS), or butter (n=102/treatment).  Values represent percent of 
consumers selecting attribute. 
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Table 4.4.  1,1-diphenyl-2-pycrylhydrazyl (DPPH) percent radical scavenging activity.   
Sample	  
Conc.	  
(mg/ml)	  
Fat	  (%	  RSA)1	  
CO	   RBO	   PS	   RPO	   12	  HIU	   12	  NH	  
PS-­‐CO-­‐RBO	  
WT	  
127.5	  
54±0.33	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
85	  
39±0.33d	   95±0.33a	   37±1.76d	  
	  	  
68±0.00b	   71±0.00b	   51±0.33c	  
42.5	  
15±0.00d	   87±0.33a	   17±0.67d	   85±0.33a	   48±0.33b	   48±0.88b	   30±0.33c	  
21.3	   	  	  
55±1.20b	   8±0.58d	   72±0.00a	   26±0.33c	   30±0.58c	  
	  	  
10.6	   	  	  
36±0.88b	  
	  	  
49±0.33a	  
	  	   	  	   	  	  
 
1Percent radical scavenging activity ± standard error mean (% RSA±SEM) values of same 
concentrations with different letters are significantly different.  
Coconut oil (CO), rice bran oil (RBO), palm stearin (PS), red palm oil (RPO), and weighted total 
(WT) equivalent to SCOR 12 blend.  
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Chapter 5:  Conclusion Summary 
 
 
Application of high intensity ultrasound to nutritional lipid blends (NLB) prepared 
from fractionated palm stearin (PS), coconut oil (CO), rice bran oil (RBO), and red palm 
oil (RPO) successfully produced fats with plastic characteristics and increased 
crystallization in the β΄ crystal polymorphic form compared to non-HIU treated blends.  
Additionally, aggressive cooling quiescently was more effective at stabilizing the β΄ 
crystals than rapid cooling with agitation.   X-ray diffraction of NLB SCOR 12 (20:60:20; 
PS:CO:RBO) indicated the crystal make-up was 93.71% β΄ crystal polymorphic form 
and 6.29% β crystal polymorphic form.  The β΄ polymorph is the desired form for plastic 
fats due to its small crystal size and thin needle-like structure that increases the 
elasticity of the macroscopic structure and decreases the hardness of the fat network.  
This permits cohesive interaction with the liquid (oil) phase resulting in a pliable, creamy 
fat with high aeration stability.   
Evaluation by polarized light microscopy revealed a greater number of small 
crystals compared to non-HIU treated blends, confirming the success of HIU to reduce 
crystal size and increase crystal number.  Rheological oscillatory frequency sweep at 
25°C confirmed the plastic nature of the NLB due to predominance of the β΄ crystal form 
that promotes plastic fat functionality, with the elastic modulus (G´) remaining greater 
than the viscous modulus (G˝) for the duration of the sweep. Additionally, thixotropic 
hysteresis reflected a product that was shear thinning but rebuilt quickly once the stress 
was removed.   
Other characteristics affecting NLB performance are melting point and solid fat 
index.  The melting profile displayed two melting peak at 19.6°C and 41.9°C 
representing the presence of the β΄ polymorph (low melting crystals) and β polymorph 
(high melting crystals), respectively, with an average melting point of 30.7°C.  The solid 
fat index at 11.30±3.67 (25°C) was right in the desired range 15% crystalline solids, for 
optimal creaming and aeration in a baking application.   
These findings are supported by performance of the NLB when used to make a 
cookie.  The NLB performed better than commercial shorting (CS), the plastic fat 
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standard; while the spread and breaking force were not significantly different, the NLB 
cookie had greater height indicating more effective trapping of leavening gases and 
interference of gluten development.  Consumer sensory evaluation resulted in this fat 
receiving the lowest score for likeability compared to cookies prepared with butter or CS. 
However, likeability improved significantly (p≤0.0005) when the consumer was provided 
with nutritional literature about each fat, resulting in the NLB cookie rating higher than 
the CS cookie.  The cookie prepared with butter received the highest ranking both 
without and with nutritional literature.  Measurement of the antioxidant capacity of the 
NLB indicated a synergistic effect of multiple endogenous antioxidants present in each 
of the native fats and oils.  The weighted total percent radical scavenging activity 
(%RSA) of the individual fats at a concentration of 42.5 mg/ml was 30% and at 85.0 
mg/ml, 51%.  The %RSA for the NLB with HIU and without HIU was 48% (42.5 mg/ml) 
and at 85.0 mg/ml they were 68% and 71 % respectively, indicating that HIU 
applications do not cause a significant reduction in antioxidant capacity. 
 Development of this NLB using HIU provides a new option for the commercial 
baker to produce trans fat free products and meet the anticipated directive by the Food 
and Drug Administration to eliminate manufactured trans fat from the food supply.  
Additionally, the high antioxidant capacity of endogenous antioxidants was maintained 
after the NLB was exposed to HIU, which could lead to enhanced shelf life of the blend 
itself.  The research reported here is the first to show that HIU can be used to treat a 
NLB to attain the β΄ polymorph and create a suitable plastic fat.  It represents a new and 
exciting avenue for researchers to explore in the quest to produce healthier trans free 
fats for baking applications.  
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Chapter 6: Future Research 
 
 
Upon completion of my Ph.D. research I have reflected on the future of this 
project.  Now that the ground work has been laid to set the stage for trans fat free plastic 
fat development using this novel technology, the future of this research should be 
focused on nutritional lipid blend (NLB) attributes: flavor, functionality and scale up 
potential.  
One essential component of this would be to comparatively assess the 
practicality of utilizing palm stearin fractionated from unprocessed red palm oil (RPO) 
versus palm stearin fractionated from deodorized red palm oil in the creation of a NLB.  
Consumer sensory testing of cookies indicated that there were many consumers that 
did not like the flavor contributed by the unprocessed RPO.  In the United States, 
consumers have become accustomed to fats and oils that have a bland flavor and little 
color  (De Greyt, 2014).  The main target of deodorization is removal of free fatty acids, 
which are highly volatile, thus contributing to strong aromas and flavors.   
There are a few concerns that may arise during deodorization, including the 
potential formation of some trans fats at high temperatures.  Deodorization traditionally 
uses high temperatures (200-300°C) and may extend as long as 2 hours; this has been 
noted to cause a 60-80% reduction in carotenoid content (Goh et al., 1985; Bonnie et 
al., 2000; Basiron et al., 2005).  However, a newer RPO deodorization method 
developed by Mayamol et al., (2007) utilized lower temperatures and vacuum, resulting 
in greater than 80% of the carotenoids being retained.  Also retained were, 85% of 
tocols and 65% of sterols, which could preserve the antioxidant capacity of the NLB.  
Though deodorization of RPO may result in trans fat formation, Mozaffarian et al., 
(2006) demonstrated that this was accounting for less than 2% of the fatty acid profile.  
If RPO were to be used at a level of 20% of the NLB, this trans fat development would 
be insignificant.   
Bench-top production of 50 g NLB per batch was adequate to perform this 
research, but evaluation of the NLB properties need to be evaluated at pilot plant scale.  
To represent how the product would be made in the food industry, continuous process 
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HIU in combination with scraped surface chilling would most closely match the bench-
top protocol.  Formation of the β΄ polymorph is a function of many variables. To 
successfully produce a blend that favors formation of the β΄ polymorph ultrasonic power, 
sample temperature at time of HIU application, duration and number of HIU 
applications, and cooling rate of the NLB post application all must be choreographed.  
Modification of blend ratio or processing time may be required.  Continued application of 
this technology to other lipid blend formulations, to produce a variety of specialty bakery 
fats used by the food industry, would continue the momentum of this research to 
successfully produce healthful, trans free fats. 
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Appendix A 
 
	  
ACCEPTANCE	  TEST	  BALLOT	  
Instructions:	  	  
1. Before	  each	  sample	  please	  rinse	  in	  the	  following	  manner:	  
a. Rinse	  your	  mouth	  with	  room	  temperature	  carbonated	  water,	  swish	  then	  
swallow.	  2. Check	  to	  ensure	  that	  the	  3-­‐digit	  code	  on	  the	  sample	  baggie	  matches	  the	  one	  
written	  in	  above	  the	  question.	  3. Taste	  the	  cookies	  in	  the	  order	  presented	  and	  rate	  each	  sample	  for	  overall	  acceptance.	  	  4. Repeat	  the	  rinse	  procedure	  between	  each	  sample	  and	  evaluate	  the	  samples	  in	  the	  
order	  they	  are	  presented	  on	  this	  page.	  	  
	  
Sample	  Number:	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  .	  	  	  	  	  
How	  much	  do	  you	  like	  this	  sample	  overall?	  	  	  	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  1	   2	   3	   4	   5	   6	   7	   8	   9	  
Dislike	  
extremely	  
Dislike	  
very	  
much	  
Dislike	  
moderately	  
Dislike	  
slightly	  
Neither	  
like	  nor	  
dislike	  
Like	  
slightly	  
Like	  
moderately	  
Like	  
very	  
much	  
Like	  
extremely	  
	  
PLEASE	  RINSE	  NOW:	  	  With	  room	  temperature	  carbonated	  water,	  swish	  then	  swallow.	  
	  
	  
Sample	  Number:	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  .	  	  	  	  	  
How	  much	  do	  you	  like	  this	  sample	  overall?	  	  	  	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  1	   2	   3	   4	   5	   6	   7	   8	   9	  
Dislike	  
extremely	  
Dislike	  
very	  
much	  
Dislike	  
moderately	  
Dislike	  
slightly	  
Neither	  
like	  nor	  
dislike	  
Like	  
slightly	  
Like	  
moderately	  
Like	  
very	  
much	  
Like	  
extremely	  
	  
PLEASE	  RINSE	  NOW:	  	  With	  room	  temperature	  carbonated	  water,	  swish	  then	  swallow.	  
	  
	  
Sample	  Number:	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  .	  	  	  	  	  
How	  much	  do	  you	  like	  this	  sample	  overall?	  	  	  	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  1	   2	   3	   4	   5	   6	   7	   8	   9	  
Dislike	  
extremely	  
Dislike	  
very	  
much	  
Dislike	  
moderately	  
Dislike	  
slightly	  
Neither	  
like	  nor	  
dislike	  
Like	  
slightly	  
Like	  
moderately	  
Like	  
very	  
much	  
Like	  
extremely	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Appendix B 
	  
ACCEPTANCE	  TEST	  BALLOT	  WITH	  NUTRITIONAL	  INFORMATION	  VERSION	  1	  
Instructions:	  	  
1. Before	  each	  sample	  please	  rinse	  in	  the	  following	  manner:	  
a. Rinse	  your	  mouth	  with	  room	  temperature	  carbonated	  water,	  swish	  then	  swallow.	  
2. Check	  to	  ensure	  that	  the	  3-­‐digit	  code	  on	  the	  sample	  baggie	  matches	  the	  one	  written	  in	  above	  the	  
question.	  
3. In	  the	  order	  that	  the	  cookies	  were	  presented	  to	  you,	  read	  the	  information	  provided	  regarding	  the	  fat	  
contained	  in	  that	  sample	  then	  taste	  the	  cookie	  and	  rate	  the	  sample	  for	  overall	  acceptance.	  
4. Repeat	  the	  rinse	  procedure	  between	  each	  sample,	  the	  reading	  of	  the	  information	  and	  evaluation	  of	  the	  
cookie	  samples	  in	  the	  order	  they	  are	  presented	  on	  this	  page.	  
5. Read	  the	  information	  directly	  before	  evaluating	  the	  cookie	  sample.	  
	  
	  
Sample	  Number:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  .	  	  	  	  	  
	  
The	  fat/oil	  blend	  used	  in	  this	  cookie	  is	  over	  50%	  medium	  chain	  length	  saturated	  fatty	  acids.	  	  These	  are	  absorbed	  
easier	  from	  the	  small	  intestine	  than	  long	  chain	  length	  saturated	  fatty	  acids.	  	  They	  go	  to	  the	  liver	  where	  they	  are	  
more	  likely	  to	  be	  oxidized,	  used	  for	  energy,	  rather	  than	  stored	  as	  fat.	  	  Researchers	  have	  implicated	  the	  
consumption	  of	  long	  chain	  length	  saturated	  fatty	  acids	  with	  health	  risks,	  but	  not	  the	  consumption	  of	  medium	  chain	  
length	  fatty	  acids.	  	  Additionally,	  this	  fat/oil	  blend	  is	  rich	  in	  naturally	  occurring	  antioxidants,	  including	  carotenoids,	  
tocopherols,	  and	  gamma	  oryzanol.	  	  The	  carotenoids	  give	  the	  fat	  its	  orange	  color	  and	  are	  involved	  in	  healthy	  vision,	  
heightened	  immune	  response,	  inhibit	  cell	  damage,	  cardio	  vascular	  disease	  and	  some	  cancers.	  	  Tocopherols	  have	  
been	  shown	  to	  help	  prevent	  vascular	  disease	  by	  acting	  as	  antioxidants	  to	  inhibit	  cell	  damage	  and	  as	  an	  anti-­‐
inflammatory.	  	  Gamma	  oryzanol	  has	  been	  shown	  in	  studies	  with	  laboratory	  animals	  to	  lower	  bad	  cholesterol,	  
increasing	  the	  proportion	  of	  good	  cholesterol.	  
	  
How	  much	  do	  you	  like	  this	  sample	  overall?	  	  	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
1	   2	   3	   4	   5	   6	   7	   8	   9	  
Dislike	  
extremely	  
Dislike	  
very	  
much	  
Dislike	  
moderately	  
Dislike	  
slightly	  
Neither	  
like	  nor	  
dislike	  
Like	  
slightly	  
Like	  
moderately	  
Like	  
very	  
much	  
Like	  
extremely	  
	  
PLEASE	  RINSE	  NOW:	  	  With	  room	  temperature	  carbonated	  water,	  swish	  then	  swallow.	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Appendix B, continued 
	  
	  
	  
	  
Sample	  Number:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  .	  	  	  	  	  
	  
This	  commercially	  available	  fat	  is	  high	  in	  unsaturated	  fatty	  acids	  but	  behaves	  like	  a	  fat	  (solid	  at	  room	  temperature)	  
rather	  than	  an	  oil	  (liquid	  at	  room	  temperature)	  due	  to	  a	  process	  called	  hydrogenation.	  	  Hydrogenation	  converts	  
liquid	  oils	  into	  solid	  fats.	  	  This	  fat	  contains	  vegetable	  oil	  that	  has	  been	  completely	  hydrogenated	  and	  fat	  that	  has	  
been	  partially	  hydrogenated.	  	  Partially	  hydrogenated	  oils	  (PHOs)	  contain	  Trans	  Fatty	  acids.	  	  These	  are	  considered	  
to	  be	  more	  harmful	  to	  human	  health	  than	  long	  chain	  length	  saturated	  fatty	  acids.	  These	  manufactured	  trans	  fatty	  
acids	  increase	  bad	  cholesterol,	  thereby	  increasing	  the	  risk	  for	  heart	  disease.	  	  The	  Food	  and	  Drug	  Administration	  
(FDA),	  the	  government	  agency	  responsible	  for	  ensuring	  the	  safety	  and	  wholesomeness	  of	  our	  food,	  Commissioner	  
Margaret	  A.	  Hamburg,	  M.D.	  has	  stated	  that	  “current	  intake	  remains	  a	  significant	  health	  concern”	  and	  that	  “Further	  
reduction…in	  the	  American	  diet	  could	  prevent	  an	  additional	  20,000	  heart	  attacks	  and	  7,000	  deaths	  from	  heart	  
disease	  each	  year.”	  
	  
How	  much	  do	  you	  like	  this	  sample	  overall?	  	  	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
1	   2	   3	   4	   5	   6	   7	   8	   9	  
Dislike	  
extremely	  
Dislike	  
very	  
much	  
Dislike	  
moderately	  
Dislike	  
slightly	  
Neither	  
like	  nor	  
dislike	  
Like	  
slightly	  
Like	  
moderately	  
Like	  
very	  
much	  
Like	  
extremely	  
	  
PLEASE	  RINSE	  NOW:	  	  With	  room	  temperature	  carbonated	  water,	  swish	  then	  swallow.	  
	  
	  
Sample	  Number:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  .	  	  	  	  	  
	  
This	  commercially	  available	  fat	  is	  about	  19%	  short	  and	  medium	  chain	  length	  saturated	  fatty	  acids	  but	  32%	  long	  
chain	  length	  saturated	  fatty	  acids.	  It	  varies	  in	  color	  from	  white	  to	  pale	  yellow	  depending	  on	  the	  amount	  of	  
carotenoids	  present,	  which	  are	  involved	  in	  healthy	  vision,	  heightened	  immune	  response,	  inhibit	  cell	  damage,	  
cardio	  vascular	  disease,	  and	  some	  cancers.	  	  It	  contains	  a	  small	  amount	  of	  tocopherols,	  which	  have	  been	  shown	  to	  
help	  prevent	  vascular	  disease	  by	  acting	  as	  antioxidants	  to	  inhibit	  cell	  damage	  and	  as	  an	  anti-­‐inflammatory.	  	  It	  
contains	  a	  small	  amount	  of	  naturally	  occurring	  trans	  fatty	  acids	  but	  these	  are	  not	  associated	  with	  negative	  health	  
implications.	  
	  
How	  much	  do	  you	  like	  this	  sample	  overall?	  	  	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
1	   2	   3	   4	   5	   6	   7	   8	   9	  
Dislike	  
extremely	  
Dislike	  
very	  
much	  
Dislike	  
moderately	  
Dislike	  
slightly	  
Neither	  
like	  nor	  
dislike	  
Like	  
slightly	  
Like	  
moderately	  
Like	  
very	  
much	  
Like	  
extremely	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Appendix C 
 
 
	   	  
Check	  all	  that	  apply	  (CATA)	  Ballot	  Version	  1	  
	   	   	   	   	  Instructions:	  	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  1.	  Before	  each	  sample	  please	  rinse	  in	  the	  following	  manner:	  
	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  a.	  Rinse	  your	  mouth	  with	  room	  temperature	  carbonated	  water,	  swish	  then	  swallow.	  
	  2.	  Ensure	  that	  the	  3-­‐digit	  code	  on	  the	  sample	  baggie	  matches	  the	  one	  written	  in	  above	  the	  question.	  
3.	  Check	  all	  terms	  that	  best	  describe	  the	  cookie.	  
	   	   	   	   	  4.	  Repeat	  the	  rinse	  procedure	  between	  each	  sample	  and	  evaluate	  the	  samples	  in	  the	  order	  they	  are	  presented	  on	  this	  
page.	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample	  Number:__________________	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  
	  
Moist	  
	  
	  	  
	  
Pleasant	  color	   	  	  
	  
Soft	  
	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  
	  
Chewy	  
	  
	  	  
	  
Unpleasant	  aftertaste	   	  	  
	  
Sweet	  
	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  
	  
Hard	  
	  
	  	  
	  
Not	  very	  greasy	   	  	  
	  
Crunchy	  
	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  
	  
Not	  very	  sweet	   	  	  
	  
Dry	  
	  
	  	  
	  
Unpleasant	  color	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  
	  
Pleasant	  aftertaste	   	  	  
	  
Greasy	  
	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample	  Number:__________________	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  
	  
Moist	  
	  
	  	  
	  
Pleasant	  color	   	  	  
	  
Soft	  
	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  
	  
Chewy	  
	  
	  	  
	  
Unpleasant	  aftertaste	   	  	  
	  
Sweet	  
	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  
	  
Hard	  
	  
	  	  
	  
Not	  very	  greasy	   	  	  
	  
Crunchy	  
	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  
	  
Not	  very	  sweet	   	  	  
	  
Dry	  
	  
	  	  
	  
Unpleasant	  color	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  
	  
Pleasant	  aftertaste	   	  	  
	  
Greasy	  
	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample	  Number:__________________	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  
	  
Moist	  
	  
	  	  
	  
Pleasant	  color	   	  	  
	  
Soft	  
	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  
	  
Chewy	  
	  
	  	  
	  
Unpleasant	  aftertaste	   	  	  
	  
Sweet	  
	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  
	  
Hard	  
	  
	  	  
	  
Not	  very	  greasy	   	  	  
	  
Crunchy	  
	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  
	  
Not	  very	  sweet	   	  	  
	  
Dry	  
	  
	  	  
	  
Unpleasant	  color	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  
	  
Pleasant	  aftertaste	   	  	  
	  
Greasy	  
	   	   	   	   	  	  
